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The purpose of this study was to create and evaluate a 
stand level dumpiness index through computer simulated 
point basal area estimations. Stem-mapped plots with a 
history of overstory removal were placed on a Cartesian X-Y 
plane. Fifty random sample points were placed within the 
boundary of the plots and horizontal point sampling with a 
BAF of 10 was performed at each of these points. The effect 
of plot boundary or edge effect was handled using the Mirage 
Method of edge bias reduction. The mean and variance of the 
count of individuals of the fifty sample points was 
calculated, from this the variance was divided by the mean 
to determine the plots' Point Sample Ratio. A value of 1 
indicated a random distribution of basal area, greater than 
1 indicated a clumped distribution of basal area, less than 
1 indicated a uniform distribution of basal area. 
Growth information was then calculated based on the five 
year remeasurement and initial measurements. Linear and 
nonlinear modeling techniques were performed with yearly 
basal area growth (ftA2/ac/yr) as the dependent variable and 
with site index and initial survivor basal area (ftA2/ac) as 
the independent variables. After a base line model was 
determined, the Point Sample Ratio was added to the model to 
determine its effect in explaining additional variation not 
accounted for by the base model. 
Some predictive improvement occurred when the PSR was 
added to the base model, both linear and nonlinear. Model 
behavior sometimes became erratic after inclusion of PSR. 
Results were inconclusive, with the amount of data, its 
range, and the PSR transformations as the main areas of 
concern for inconclusive results. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
In 1984 a diverse group of state, federal, research, and 
private agencies and organizations in the United States and 
Canada developed and created the Inland Northwest Growth and 
Yield Cooperative (INGY). INGY was formed to examine technical 
questions associated with growth and yield in forests of the 
Inland Northwest. The current five year plan developed by INGY 
identified five specific areas of research. These areas 
included: 1) development of specific criteria for acceptable 
model behavior, 2) development of small tree models, which 
include non-crop tree vegetation, 3) model within-stand 
competition and its variability, 4) tree vigor and mortality 
modeling and 5) develop alternative site quality indicators. 
These objectives of INGY's five year plan were developed from 
the examination and identification of weaknesses of several 
growth models currently utilized in the Northwest. The 
research focus of this paper is within-stand competition and 
its variability. 
CURRENT MODELS 
The growth models currently used in the Inland Northwest 
are classified as distance independent (Munro 1974) and either 
assume the trees within a stand are uniformly distributed or 
that the spatial distribution has homogeneous variation 
throughout the stand. That is, the stand level competition 
1 
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measures are independent of the actual tree spatial 
distributions. But the actual spatial distribution of trees 
within natural or partially harvested stands is not 
necessarily uniform or with homogeneous variance, thus levels 
of competition can vary dramatically within the stand. The 
approach to quantify within stand variability varies with the 
model. The individual tree model Prognosis assumes what 
variation is present, is homogenous through out the stand. The 
model CACTOS handles the stand variation by a plot by plot 
projection. The stand-level model SPS uses a dumpiness 
factor, which tries to quantify the unoccupied space available 
within the stand. This index is then used to effectively 
reduce the amount of square feet per acre, thus increasing 
competition through increased crown competition values. 
PAST WORK 
The problem of determining the spatial distribution of 
individuals within a population is not a recent problem. It 
has been extensively researched in the past and various 
methods of measuring and quantifying these spatial 
distributions have been proposed. The two main categories of 
measures of spatial distributions of individuals are the 
quadrant and distance methods. 
QUADRANT METHOD INDICES 
The quadrant method can be defined as small randomly placed 
sample areas within the population, in which the observed 
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relative frequency distribution of the target individuals 
located in the sample area is compared to a theoretical 
distribution(Payandeh 1974). These sample areas are usually 
square, but shape and size can be arbitrarily chosen(Pielou 
1969) . Quadrants have long been a standard method of assessing 
spatial distributions of plant communities having no obvious 
sampling units. The results of fixed area quadrant methods, 
are basically valid and practical for use in forestry 
(Payandeh 1970). One disadvantage of this particular method 
is that the results are dependent on plot size(Payandeh 1970; 
Pielou 1957). In the case of a clumpy distribution, a large 
quadrant may contain all of a clump or even several clumps. A 
small quadrant may only contain a small portion or none of a 
clump (Fig. 1 and 2) . Thus, the results from quadrant 
sampling may not be a unique distribution(Pielou 1969). To 
handle the problem of the effect of quadrant size, Greig-Smith 
(1952), suggested using a grid of continuous sized quadrants. 
This method consists of using one size quadrant to sample with 
and then combining adjacent quadrants, two pairs of quadrants, 
etc. until a block size equal to the size of the clumps is 
reached. Several problems exist with this method, of which 
some are, the method can only be used on an area small enough 
to be examined in its entirety and the entire area must be 
included in the grid(Pielou 1969) . 
The original work of this study on dumpiness made use of 
fixed radius plots and the properties of the Greig-Smith 
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Ratio. The Greig-Smith Ratio uses count data obtained from 
fixed size plots along with the properties of the Poisson 
distribution. If a population is truly distributed as a random 
Poisson variate, with a pgf of F(x) = exp X,(x-1), then the 
mean and the variance will be equal, thus V/M = 1. The index 
is produced by calculating the mean and variance of the number 
of tallied individuals within a number of these defined areas. 
The variance of the count is then divided by the count mean 
and the resulting index or value makes use of the properties 
of the Poisson distribution to help determine the magnitude of 
nonrandomness. 
Despite the previously discussed problems associated with 
fixed-size plots, it was thought that using standard size 
circular plots common in the field for regeneration and cover 
surveys might be able to eliminate or at least reduce the 
problems associated with varying plot size. The idea looked 
very plausible and early work did indeed imply the use of the 
standard fixed area plot sizes used in forestry could be 
implemented for the scale we want for growth and yield 
predictions. Dr. Alan McQuillan (1987) of the University of 
Montana has done some exploratory work in this area using the 
Greig-Smith type index produced by both 1/100 and 1/3 00 acre 
plots. The results of the Greig-Smith Ratio applied to these 
particular sizes of fixed radius plots appeared to be similar 
to each other in magnitude and accuracy in measuring the 
spatial distribution of the individuals or stems on the growth 
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plot. However, this method of describing the spatial 
distribution of a forest community still did not resolve the 
problem of the assumptions of uniform competition or 
homogeneous variance. The index describes the relative 
dumpiness of individuals, but does not describe the relative 
dumpiness or spatial distribution of competition between and 
among individuals within the forest community. 
Neyman's type A series (Neyman 1939) was originally 
developed to account for contiguous distributions found in 
insect larvae and then later applied to plant communities. Not 
only is the number of individuals per cluster or clump assumed 
to be a Poisson variate, but the clumps or clusters themselves 
are a Poisson variate. This Poisson-Poisson distribution has 
a pgf of G(x) = F(f(x)) = exp{X,(exp(XJ(x-l))-1) >. The other 
similar series to Neyman's is Thomas's series, a Poisson 
variate plus one. Thomas (1949) postulated with each of a 
number of individuals of a species distributed randomly over 
an area, a random number of other individuals of the same 
species is associated without inferring cluster sizes. In any 
case, both series have two parameters associated with them and 
they are defined as the cluster density or mean number of 
clumps per quadrant, and the mean number of individuals per 
clump. The problem associated with these series is that, to be 
truly applicable, the clusters or clumps have to be so compact 
that it would be rare for a clump to cross the edge of a 
quadrant — a situation in the field that in itself would be 
7 
a rare event(Ske11am 1952; Goodall 1952). 
Lloyd's indices of mean crowding and patchiness is another 
quadrant method to measure aggregation. Lloyd (1967) defines 
mean crowding as the mean number per individual of other 
individuals in a unit; these other individuals may be thought 
of as co-occupants of the unit with the first individual, and 
patchiness defined as the ratio of mean crowding to mean 
density. Thus, mean crowding is m = (l/N)E^=iX1 and patchiness 
is m/m. Lloyd's index of mean crowding is still affected by a 
change in quadrant size or random change of individuals, but 
the index of patchiness is not(Pielou 1969). 
David and Moore (1954) used a variation of the V/M ratio 
called I, where I = (V/M) - 1. They call I the index of 
clumping and use this index to make comparisons between two 
populations whether or not the means differ. Suppose the same 
size 'n' are collected from both populations, let m, and m* be 
their means and V, and V2 their variances, respectfully. Then 
evaluate w = -1/2 ln{ (V./rn.) / (Vj/m,) }. David and Moore state 
if w lies outside of the range of ±2.5/v/(n-l) , then I, and I, 
differ significantly at the 5% level. If the value of I is 
considered an acceptable measure of clumping, then this method 
can be viewed as a valid method to compare aggregation within 
two separate populations. If other methods are preferred, then 
it would be better to say that this test is designed to judge 
the significance of the difference between two values of the 
function I, namely the means and variances(Pielou 1969). 
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It is interesting to note that the Neyman, Thomas, and 
Lloyd's indices of aggregation or clumping require in some 
shape or form the number of clumps or clusters in the quadrant 
and the number of individuals in each cluster. This requires 
a clear definition of a clump and rules that indicate when an 
individual is a member or co-occupant of the cluster and when 
the individual is not a member. For populations occurring in 
a discrete continuum, such as insect larvae on a leaf, the 
definition of a cluster and which individuals are members is 
fairly straight forward. However, when the continuum is no 
longer discrete as it is with the forest community, the 
definition of a clump and which individuals belong becomes a 
more difficult question. In the forest community, I would 
define a clump or cluster as a group of individuals that are 
competively linked to each other. Each individual is competing 
with the other individuals in the group for essential elements 
necessary to life; water, sunlight, nutrients, and space. 
DISTANCE METHOD INDICES 
Distance methods can be defined as the examination of the 
spacing of individuals in a population from a random point or 
a random individual through the measuring of distance(s) from 
a random point to individual(s) in the population or from 
individual(s) to individual(s)(Pielou 1969). One advantage of 
this method is that no quadrants are used in the sampling 
design, so the disadvantages of quadrant size is eliminated. 
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Due to this advantage, numerous techniques have been developed 
to describe plant spatial distributions. 
Clark & Evans (1954) proposed a test based on a known 
population density and a sample (n) of non-squared distances 
from random plants to their nearest neighbors (r). The number 
of plants per unit area is designated as p, thus R, the index 
of nonrandomness is the ratio of the observed to the expected 
mean distance. Therefore, R = r/E(r) = 2rVp with the expected 
value of R to be 1, E(R)=1, for a random population and less 
than one for an aggregated or clumpy distribution, decreasing 
from one as the distances decrease. The field implementation 
of this index would be rather difficult. First, the selection 
of truly random trees in the stand would be difficult. Second, 
the time and labor required to measure the distances to the 
nearest neighbor of each sample tree is more than most 
managers would like to expend. 
Pielou (1959) and Mountford (1961) described a test of 
nonrandomness of a sample (n) of squared distances (i/) from 
random points to their nearest plants. Included in this index 
is an estimation of the population density (p). The index of 
nonrandomness would then be a = wnp, with the expectation of 
the index to be E(a) = 1 for a population that is distributed 
randomly, greater than one for aggregated populations, and 
less than one for uniform populations. This index appeared to 
be the best choice among the distance dependent indices due to 
the ease of application in the field and a comparison of five 
10 
different indices by Payandeh (1970) indicated Pielou's index 
of nonrandomness to be the best of those five. 
Hopkins (1954) developed a coefficient of aggregation (A) 
where A = EP2/£l2 such that P2 is the squared distance from the 
random point to the nearest tree and I2 is the squared 
distance from the random tree to its nearest neighbor. As with 
the other indices, the expectation of the index is one for a 
randomly distributed population. Two problems previously 
discussed with other indices are also present, selection of 
random trees and measurement of the nearest neighbor in the 
field. 
Holgate (1965) developed two nonrandomness indices based 
on ratio and correlation tests. The procedures were 2. = EX?/EX? 
for the ratio test and r. = £(y-y.) (y,-y,) / v^{E(y-y.)2E(y-y,)2> 
for the correlation test, for which s < t, y.= XJ= the squared 
distance from a random point to the sth nearest tree, y,= XJ = 
the squared distance from a random point to the tth nearest 
tree. Along with the cumbersome field measurements, these two 
indices were not accurate in detecting the direction of 
departure from randomness(Payandeh 1970). 
Two methods of estimating spatial patterns that do not 
require prior knowledge or estimation of stand density or 
enumeration of the population prior to sampling are 
Greenwood's statistic(Burrows 1979) and reflexive nearest 
neighbor relationships(Cox 1981), both of which are easy to 
use(Askew 1983). Both of the above indices require the 
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selection of the random focal tree and measurements of the 
distances to more than one of the focal tree's closest 
neighbors. This may render these indices fairly useless for 
most field situations. 
Several recent procedures to measure spatial patterns of 
plant communities have been investigated and developed, these 
include simplicial graphs and fractal geometry. Work in the 
area of simplicial graphs and their statistical properties by 
Frazier and Van der Driessche (1972) and Vincent and others 
(1976) has been examined for the analysis of spatial patterns. 
This method of analysis is based on the statistical properties 
of the simplicial graph, defined by the tessellation of 
Thiessen polygons whose locations are defined by the point 
pattern of interest(Rogers 1964). The premise behind this type 
of procedure is that historically, plants or the objects under 
study were considered to be just points in space. A more 
realistic approach would be to assign each object or plant 
under study some areal dimension, the simplest of which are 
discs of uniform radius(Vincent and Hayworth 1982). Another 
recent procedure to describe spatial pattern of forest 
communities is the area of Fractal Geometry. Mandelbrot (1982) 
introduced the idea of a fractal, which is a geometric form 
that displays structure at all spatial scales. An easier 
definition of a fractal is that it is an object which has 
detail at all spatial scales. A circle or polynomial is not a 
fractal because a magnified small portion resembles a line. 
12 
The outline of a cloud is fractal because it is irregular at 
all scales(Palmer 1988). 
OBJECTIVES 
Regardless of how defined, the spatial distribution of 
individuals does not necessarily equate directly to the 
distribution of competition between the individuals or groups 
of individuals. The spatial distribution of the individuals of 
the forest community can be described in the following general 
terms. The trees can physically be spaced uniformly, equal 
distance between individuals; clumped, the distances between 
individuals vary substantially within the community; or 
randomly, the distances between individuals varies some but 
not to the degree of clumped (Fig. 3, 4, and 5). These same 
general terms can also be used to describe the distribution of 
competition within the community by replacing the physical 
placement of stems on the ground with point basal area 
estimates, representing the degree of occupancy (density), or 
competition level. 
Even though the same terms can be used to describe both 
individual tree and point basal area distributions, this does 
not mean that a forest stand will automatically have the same 
levels of spatial and competitive distributions. A stand may 
have a uniform spatial distribution of individuals, but the 
point basal area distribution could be random, clumped, or 
uniform. This difference is a function of tree size and the 
13 
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trees' relationship to its neighbors. In the uneven-aged 
forests typical of the Inland Northwest, trees in a given 
stand may range in size from seedling to overmature. This 
distribution of size may be uniform across the stand or be 
clumped in pockets of mixed or same size trees. A large mature 
tree will receive less competition for light, water, 
nutrients, etc. with a neighboring sapling tree than another 
tree of the same size and vigor. Conversely, a smaller tree 
that neighbors a large tree will experience greater 
competition for resources than it would with a similar 
neighboring tree. 
This wide variety of competition between individuals or 
groups of individuals in the forest community has a tremendous 
effect on growth rates and patterns. The current use of a 
single, stand-level measure of competition in stand growth 
models based on the idea of competition occurring uniformly or 
having homogeneous variation through-out the stand are not 
wrong, and definitely occur in the forest community. The usage 
of a measure of competition based on these assumptions, in the 
mixed stands typical of the Inland Northwest, will not provide 
growth models with the proper information needed to estimate 
future growth of a stand at a higher level of accuracy and 
precision than is current today. I propose that if an 
efficient measure of the pattern or variability in stand 
competition can be developed and incorporated into common 
field practices and existing growth models, these models will 
15 
be able to estimate future growth with greater accuracy and 
precision. 
What was desired was a method to provide the larger older 
individuals in the area more competitive weight. This problem 
of giving the larger trees in the stand more competitive 
weight was accomplished by using horizontal point sampling 
techniques, i.e. variable radius plots, for use in a Greig-
Smith type ratio. The resultant measure of competition was no 
longer based on the spatial arrangement of individual tree -
basal area horizontally throughout the stand, regardless of 
size, but rather, the horizontal spatial distribution of the 
stand basal area. Basal area per acre is one measure of 
density which can be equated to competition(Beers 1972). 
Basal area is defined as the cross sectional area inside 
the bark in square feet of a plane cutting horizontally 
through the bole of a tree at breast height(4.5 feet)(Husch 
1982). In horizontal point or variable radius plot sampling, 
each tallied or 'in' tree represents a specific amount of 
basal area per acre, no matter the size of the tree, depending 
on the BAF used. For example, if using a BAF of 10, 8 trees 
are tallied as 'in' then the point estimate of basal area per 
acre is 10*8 = 80(Dilworth 1975). Since each tree represents 
the same amount of basal area, the point estimate amount of 
basal area is a discreet count multiplied by a constant 
factor, namely the basal area factor. Therefore, the point 
estimate of basal area per acre is a discreet number. This is 
16 
quite different than summing the basal area of all the 
individuals in a fixed area plot, which is a continuous 
number. This difference of discreet and continuous numbers is 
very significant when dealing with the Poisson distribution 
and its properties. The Poisson distribution is a discreet 
distribution with two important properties. The first is, if 
a population has a Poisson distribution, then the population 
variance is equal to the population mean(Freund 1987). Thus 
the variance divided by the mean equals one. The second is, 
the sum of two populations having a Poisson distribution will 
also be distributed as a Poisson(Ross 1988). Thus, the sum of 
Poissons is also Poisson. Therefore, the properties of 
horizontal point sampling and the Poisson distribution allow 
for the development of a variance/mean ratio or index that 
describes or estimates the horizontal competition and its 
variability within a forest stand by way of the density 
measure of basal area. This approach of describing the within 
stand competition was then pursued throughout the study. The 
study objectives are on the following page. 
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Study Objectives: 
1. To determine if Horizontal Point Sampling techniques can 
be incorporated into an index of spatial distribution or 
dumpiness that describes the horizontal pattern of 
competition within a forest stand. 
2. To assess this index of spatial distribution's sampling 
properties to determine if the procedures and techniques used 
to produce it are correct and follow existing field techniques 
so that this index can be produced without undo changes in 
field measurement procedures. 
3. To assess the contribution of the index of spatial 
distribution in explaining additional variation in stand basal 
area growth through simple stand level growth models. 
V 
CHAPTER 2: METHODS 
DATA 
The data used in this study consisted of 46, square, stem 
mapped, permanent growth plots provided by Champion 
International Corporation located in Missoula, Montana. The 
plots were located at a variety of installation sites around 
western Montana, but mostly located about the geographical 
areas of Missoula, Libby, Plains, Seeley Lake, and Lincoln. 
Installation and initial measurement occurred during 1984-85 
and remeasurement during the summer of 1990. The plots were 
stem mapped with the tree's location in the plot described by 
the azimuth and slope distance from the plot center to each 
individual tree. The stem mapped plots, ranging in size from 
0.05 to 0.40 acres were located in stands of mixed species and 
ages that generally had a history of overstory removal 
followed by a precommercial or commercial thinning. The plots 
were located on a variety of slopes (0-35°) , aspects (1-360°) , 
elevations (2300-6000 ft), and positions on the hillslope. The 
major tree species typical to western Montana, ponderosa pine 
(Pinus ponderosa), Douglas-fir (Pseudotsuga menziesii), 
lodgepole pine (Pinus contorta), western larch (Larix 
occidentalis), subalpine fir (Abies lasiocarpa), and western 
red ceder (Thuja plicata) were well represented by the plots. 
Individual tree measurements taken on all trees on the plot 
included DBH (diameter breast height), crown ratio (as a 
percentage), height of previously selected trees or 
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replacement trees and recording all ingrowth over 4.5 feet. 
Regeneration trees had measurements of crown ratio and height. 
Slope distance and azimuth were checked to ensure accuracy on 
all tagged trees. In addition to the individual tree measures, 
plot level measurements included: a regeneration count, a 
vegetation survey on four 1/300 acre circular subplots, site 
index trees identified and measured, at least three reference 
trees to plot center identified and marked, and a buffer zone 
painted around each plot. 
The plot sizes (.05 to .40 acres) for the study depended 
on the mixture of tree size and the overall mosaic of clumps 
and openings, that typified current stand conditions. Stands 
with larger trees and a coarse mosaic of clumps and openings 
received a larger plot size. Uniform stands of small trees and 
a fine mosaic needed smaller plots to capture the variation. 
ANALYSIS 
Recreating the plots on a computer based coordinate system 
permitted simulated sampling for testing alternative indexes 
or measures of stand level spatial distributions. The wide 
range of slopes, azimuths, and plot orientation, emphasized 
the need for plot standardization before any sampling 
simulations and analysis of data could be accomplished. 
Several transformations of the basic and remeasured data were 
needed to be accomplished before any analysis could proceed. 
This consisted of first, converting the plot data to 
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horizontal and placing the individual trees on an X-Y 
coordinate plane instead of the original azimuth and distance 
system. Second, identifying boundaries and corners, and third, 
standardize plot orientation so multiple simulations could be 
more efficiently accomplished. These second and third tasks 
were accomplished at approximately the same time due to the 
type of procedure used. 
When the initial and remeasured data of the plots were 
recorded, no slope correction was calculated for the distance 
from the plot center to the individual trees, thus the 
horizontal distance from plot center to each individual needed 
to be calculated so that all plot information could be 
represented on horizontal. The logical choice of how to 
represent the plot on a horizontal plane was to create an X-Y 
coordinate plane with plot center represented by the 0,0 
coordinate and each individual tree location represented by an 
appropriate X and Y coordinate(Fig. 6). This would allow the 
calculation of distances between points and trees without 
calculating the azimuth or angle between these points. To 
transform the data onto a horizontal X-Y plane, a computer 
program was written, see Appendix C, in SAS to make this 
transformation on a plot level basis(SAS 1988). The major 
assumptions for this procedure were the following: (1), the 
overall plot slope had no substantial deviations or slope 
changes; and (2) , the small variation of slope within the plot 
as no greater than the measurement error if slope correction 
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had been performed on site, i.e. the plot resided on a plane. 
To accomplish the transformation to horizontal, the corrected 
or actual slope from the plot center to each individual was 
calculated based on plot aspect and individual azimuth. From 
this, the horizontal distance from plot center was determined, 
and then a standard algebraic distance formula was used to 
identify the X and Y coordinates associated with each 
individual. 
The procedure to correct slope distance, however, did not 
identify the plot boundaries or corners(Fig. 7). This 
information on plot boundaries was needed so that the 
simulated random sample points would always be placed within 
the boundaries of the plot. The original plot data included 
the azimuth and slope distance from the plot center to the 
first corner and azimuth and slope distance to each successive 
corner. Once the horizontal distance from the plot center to 
the first corner and each successive corner was calculated, 
the corners were identified by dividing one side of the square 
plot in half. For example, if a plot had a side of 74 feet, 
then the corner X,Y coordinates would have a value of ±37, 
depending on which quadrant was represented. Not only did the 
plots have a variety of sizes and aspects, as previously 
noted, but they also had variety of orientations on the slope. 
So even though several plots might have the same aspect, they 
could have different azimuths to the first corner. This 
variation in size, aspect, and orientation resulted in each 
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Figure 6: Plot representation on X,Y coordinate plane. 
plot being examined on an individual basis. Each plot was 
rotated the appropriate amount depending on the initial aspect 
and the azimuth to the first corner. Since some plots were not 
perfectly square, minor adjustments to corners were made as 
needed to get the proper rotation(Fig. 8). 
After all the plots were rotated, then the procedure to 
simulate horizontal point sampling techniques was developed. 
To produce a number of random points located totally within 
the plot boundary, the following procedure was used. Pairs of 
random numbers: (XI,Yl),(X2,Y2),..., between 0 and +1 were 
generated by using a SAS random number generator for the 
uniform distribution. A second set of paired numbers, 
(U1,V1),(U2,V2),... were generated by this same method and 
then each multiplied by 100. The number (-1) was then raised 
to the power of each of these numbers creating a paired sets 
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of ±1. Each element of the paired random numbers between 0 and 
1 were then multiplied by the result of the second set of ±1, 
resulting in a set of random numbers between -1 and 1. Each of 
these numbers was then multiplied by the positive value of the 
corner coordinates, resulting in a set of random numbers 
bounded by the plot dimensions. This insured that no point 
would fall outside of the plot boundaries. For example, if the 
X value of the corner was 37, then all the random numbers 
generated by the procedure would have a value between -37 and 
+37, thus all random points remain inside the plot boundaries. 
See Appendix C for this program. 
Since the plot sizes where relatively small, the problem 
or existence of edge affect or bias is very obvious. The 
closer a tree is to the edge of the plot, the number of its 
competitors observed is reduced due to the individuals 
competitors being located outside the plot. Ignoring these out 
of bounds competitors results in a consistent underestimation 
of competition, resulting in plot edge bias(Martin 1982). Edge 
bias is not a new phenomenon to fixed or variable radius plot 
sampling. The development and comparison of a number of 
procedures to identify or correct edge effect or boundary 
overlap has been significant(Beers 1977; Haga and Maezawa 
1959; Grosenbaugh 1958; Barrett 1964; Meldahl, Nordheim and Ek 
1984; Martin, Ek and Monserud 1977; Monserud and Ek 1974). One 
of these methods called the mirage method was chosen to be 
used to eliminate plot edge effect. The mirage method was 
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chosen to be used in this study because it is an unbiased 
correction of edge effect(Gregoire 1984), and its procedures 
were readily adaptable to the computer simulations generated 
in the study. The basic premise of the mirage method to reduce 
edge bias is the following. First, if the tree's plot in 
question, based on the BAF used, is overlapping the plot or 
stand boundary and the sample point is located between the 
plot boundary and the individual in question, then the sample 
point is orthoganally miraged across the plot or stand 
boundary. Second, if the new point outside the boundary is 
still in the tree's plot, then the tree is counted twice, 
otherwise it is counted only once(Gregoire 1982) . Figure 9 
demonstrates that the mirage point corresponding to sample 
point #1 is still within the tree's plot boundary so the tree 
is counted twice, once for the sample point and once for the 
mirage point. The mirage point corresponding to sample point 
#2 is outside of the tree's plot and therefore the tree is 
only counted once. This can also be done for the other sides 
of the plot and the corners. Figure 10 illustrates the 
miraging of a point across a corner, and in this case the tree 
is only counted once. Each random sample point generated in 
the program is miraged across each side and corner of the 
quadrant that the point is located in. There may be a 
possibility that an occasional tree could be large enough and 
positioned in the correct place on a small plot to be tallied 
by a mirage point across quadrants. I did not think this would 
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Figure 9. Mirage method example with 2 sample points miraged 
orthoganally across the plot boundary, one mirage 
point in tree's plot, the second is not. 
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Figure 10. Mirage method example with a sample point miraged 
through a plot corner. 
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be a common occurrence given the type of plots in the study, 
so sample points were only miraged across the two boundaries 
and the corner of the quadrant the sample point was located 
in. Thus, a tree could theoretically be counted up to 4 times 
if the tree and sample point locations were extremely close to 
a corner. 
INDEX OF CLUMPINESS/COMPETITION 
Once the ability to run the simulations of placing random 
points within the standardized plots and take into account the 
effect of edge bias was established, then it was time to 
calculate an index of dumpiness or aggregation for the each 
sample plot. This index of dumpiness will be called the Point 
Sample Ratio or PSR, due to its origins from horizontal point 
sampling techniques. It is similar to the Greig-Smith Ratio in 
how it is calculated. It is the ratio of the variance and mean 
of count data for a number of sample points, except that 
instead of estimating the horizontal spatial distribution of 
the individual stems, the counts of 'in' trees multiplied by 
the BAF describe the spatial distribution of the basal area 
per acre. Basal area factors of 10, 20, 40, and 60 were used 
throughout the study to calculate point sample ratios and 
standard errors. The BAF of 10 was the only one of the four to 
be used in the growth analysis. Fifty random points were 
placed on each of the 43 sample plots. On each plot an index 
of dumpiness was calculated in the following manner. The 
distances from each tree on the plot to each sample point was 
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calculated and the tree's plot or limiting distance was 
calculated using the tree's DBH and the limiting distance 
factor for a BAF of 10, which is 2.75. Each sample point was 
then miraged across the two sides and corner of the quadrant 
the sample point resided in, and distances from each of these 
three points to each tree on the plot was then calculated. 
After all the distances were calculated, then each of the 
original and miraged distances were compared to the limiting 
distance of the tree based on the BAF and tree DBH. If the 
distance from the sample point was greater than the limiting 
distance then the tree was not tallied. If the sample point 
distance was less than the limiting distance then the tree was 
tallied. In turn, each mirage point of each sample point was 
checked in the same manner and the tree was tallied 
accordingly. The sum of the tallied trees for each sample 
point was recorded, this included the miraged points. The mean 
and variance of the total tree count of each sample point for 
all fifty sample points was calculated and then the variance 
was divided by the mean to produce the variance-mean ratio or 
PSR of the plot. This estimate of the PSR, based on the 50 
sample points, was calculated for each of the 43 sample plots. 
It is important to note that the PSR value given to each plot 
may not correspond to a visual examination of how the 
individuals are distributed(Appendix B) . A plot where the 
individuals may appear clumped could have a PSR value 
indicating a random or uniform distribution of basal area. 
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I did find I was limited to the number of sample points 
that could be placed in the plot due to conventional memory 
limitations on the computer I was using during the study. The 
way SAS keeps track of data sets and the size of the data sets 
being created by the program resulted in the need to have more 
than 50 megabytes of free conventional memory on the hard 
drive to run the program. At about 55 sample points this 
memory cap was usually reached. 
Several plots that appeared to visually represent uniform, 
random, and clumped distributions of stems and have an 
appropriate estimate of the distribution of basal area per 
acre were chosen and point sample ratios and their standard 
errors were calculated for each of the plots. The PSR program 
was run 10 (n=10) times to produce a PSR mean and a standard 
error of the mean for 5-50 independent sample points for each 
of the 3 types of plots and 4 BAF's. Each time the PSR program 
was initiated, a complete new set of random sample points 
bounded by the plot boundaries was generated. For example, to 
produce a mean PSR and the standard error of the mean value 
based on 25 sample points and a BAF = 40 for 1 of the 3 plots, 
the PSR program would be run 10 separate times, the 10 PSR 
values would then be averaged and the standard error 
calculated. This type of sequence was repeated for each number 
of sample points, plot type, and BAF. These standard error 
and mean PSR values were then graphed and observed to see if 
the calculated standard errors decreased in variation and 
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value as the number of sample points increased and at what 
point this decreased variation occurred. The mean PSR was also 
examined to see how it varied as the number of sample points 
increased. Along with examining how the PSR reacts to the 
number of sample points used to produce it for uniform, 
random, and clumped examples, the effect, if any, of BAF was 
also considered. Ideally, the best method to determine BAF 
effect would have been to examine the different BAFs over the 
same sample points. However, a complete new set of random 
sample points was generated when the BAF was changed. 
Since the plots are relatively small, there may be concern 
for this large number of repeated sample points in such a 
small area. The plots were designed to contain the mosaic of 
clumps and openings of a much larger area, so if the plot is 
only 0.1 acres in size, it will be representative in tree 
species, size, density, spatial distribution of a much larger 
area, say 40 acres. It is thus assumed that randomly placing 
50 sample points in a 0.1 acre plot will produce estimates of 
the distribution of basal area per acre similar to those 
obtained by randomly placing 50 sample points in a 40 acre 
stand. 
GROWTH 
Once the spatial distribution of basal area of the plot was 
estimated, then plot-level growth was determined. Basal area 
for each tree was calculated for the surviving trees on each 
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plot using the equation BA = 0.005454 * DBH~2(Husch 1982). The 
DBH, in this case, is inside bark diameter calculated from the 
outside bark DBH and an adjustment factor based on the species 
type. A survivor tree is defined as a tree greater than 4.5 
feet tall that was present and measured during both 
measurement periods. The plot level basal area was then 
expanded to a per acre basis for both measurement periods and 
the difference between the two determined. This was divided by 
the number of years between measurements to get an average 
yearly basal area growth per acre. In addition to the yearly 
basal area growth, site index (Milner 1992), crown competition 
factor, CCF, (Wykoff 1982), initial basal area, mortality, and 
ingrowth measurements were calculated. Appendix F contains a 
full list of all growth measurements produced in the study. 
After the plot-level growth was calculated, a variety of 
graphs were produced to see if any visual trends were 
apparent. Correlations between variables were also examined to 
observe which variables were highly correlated and if this 
relationship should be expected or not. Two visual properties 
of the growth vs growing stock data were of specific interest. 
The first, did the data separate and band out by site index 
class, and the second, did the data separate and band out by 
point sample ratio class within site index class? The graphs 
of the growth data were visually examined for these 
properties. 
A number of model forms were experimented with to determine 
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which one might be appropriate for the data. This included 
linear and nonlinear models with a variety of variables. 
Nonlinear models tested included Chapman-Richards Function; 
Y = j8t (1 - exp(-Z*X) ) "j82 , Weibull; Y = j80 — ftexp (-Z*X/v/32) , 
Gopertz; Y = expf/Sj- Z*/32/vX) , Logistic; Y = j80/ (l+exp(/?!- Z*X)) , 
Morgan-Mercer-Flodin; Y = (/3tZ + /3oX^/82) / (Z + X^) , and 
several asymptotic regression models; Y = /30 - ftexp(-Z*X) , 
Y = j80- exp(-(/81 + Z*X) ) , and Y = j80 - exp(-j8j) *ZAX. The 
dependent variable Y = observed yearly basal area growth, the 
independent variable X = initial survivor basal area per acre, 
and Z = a function of site index and PSR. Linear models used 
the standard form of Y = /?0 + /81X1 + /32X2 + ...., with Xj being 
some form or transformation of the independent variables of 
initial survival basal area per acre, plot/stand level site 
index, and point sample ratio value, and Y is the observed 
yearly basal area growth. A simple base model for each of the 
previously listed nonlinear model forms was used with the base 
independent variables. The results of the regression were 
examined to determine if the model behavior was appropriate 
for the data. If the regression output looked promising, that 
is, parameter estimation, asymptotes, residual mean square, 
and confidence intervals were not beyond reasonable 
assumptions for the given data, then some form or 
transformation of the plot level point sample ratio was 
included in that model and regression was performed on this 
new model. If the results of this new model were appropriate, 
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and the amount of additional variation explained by the 
inclusion of the PSR was significant, then the response 
surface was examined to determine if the separation and 
banding by site index and point sample ratio within site index 
occurred and at what level. These graphs of the models were 
examined for shape, asymptotes, range, banding, and general 
data representation. 
CHAPTER 3: RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
This chapter will examine the appropriateness of the point 
sample ratio, its characteristics, its behavior with respect 
to the number of samples (n) and the BAF chosen (10, 20, 40, 
& 60), the PSRs' effect on model prediction, and the level of 
effect. 
SAMPLING PROPERTIES: 
The sampling properties of the PSR were produced with 5 to 
50 sample points randomly placed within the plot boundaries. 
This was repeated 10 times, i.e. n=10 runs of the PSR program, 
for each of the three distribution types, and basal area 
factor. The mean point sample ratio of the 10 runs was graphed 
for 5 to 50 sample points, this is the left Y-axis on the 
subsequent graphs. The standard error of the mean PSR up to 50 
sample points based on 10 runs was graphed on the same graph 
as the mean PSR using the right Y-axis. This graph was then 
examined to determine if the value of the mean PSR stabilized 
and if it did, how many sample points were needed to achieve 
stabilization. The graph of the standard errors was examined 
to see when the magnitude and frequency of fluctuations of the 
value decreased and how many sample points were needed for 
this to occur. In general, the higher the overall value of the 
point sample ratio of the sample plot, the higher the standard 
error values. This would be expected because the inherent 
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variation of a plot with an aggregated distribution will be 
higher than a random or uniform distribution. This did not 
mean that the fluctuations of the standard error was always 
greater with a higher point sample ratio value. The mean PSR 
for a run of 10 did not fluctuate much after about 20 sample 
points for each of the 3 types of sample plots, uniform, 
random, and clumped. The individual PSR value of the 10 does 
fluctuate from one program run to another. However, the mean 
value does not jump from one distribution level to another as 
the sample size changes. The standard error tended to decrease 
as the number of sample points increased, but this is to be 
expected, since the standard error naturally decreases with an 
increase in sample size. The level of fluctuation of the 
standard error value visibly decreased after approximately 35 
sample points for the 3 types of plots(Fig. 11, 12, and 13). 
The ability to chose from a range of BAF's was incorporated 
into the program producing the PSR. How a change in BAF would 
affect the outcome of estimating the PSR of the sample plots 
was the next stage of the analysis. Examples of visually 
clumped, random, and uniform plots were chosen and BAFs of 10, 
20, 40, and 60 were used to produce an estimate of the 
horizontal spatial distribution and its standard error in the 
same manner as previously discussed. In figures 14 through 17 
on the following pages, the standard error and mean point 
sample ratio was calculated for each BAF for a sample plot 
visually exhibiting a clumpy distribution. The standard error 
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plot 8-1-1. BAF = 20. N = 10. 
of the point sample ratio decreases in value and variation as 
the number of sample points are increased from 5 to 50 for 
each of the four basal area factors. The exception to this was 
at a BAF = 20, the value and variation of the standard error 
decreased significantly after 30 sample points but again began 
to rise at 45 sample points. I found that this slight rise 
occurring occasionally with the other plots types and feel it 
is a random fluctuation. With the limitation of sample points 
and random creation of 5 to 50 new sample points with each 
run, the outcome would change slightly each time the series of 
programs are executed. The most disturbing observation is the 
obvious fact that the overall mean PSR value significantly 
decreases as the BAF is increased. When the BAF is changed, 
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the tree's limiting distance based on its DBH inversely 
changes. As shown with the mirage method in the Methods 
chapter, this limiting distance can be used to represent the 
individual tree's plot size. This change in plot size along 
with a change in PSR value, indicates a possible quadrant 
effect occurring at the aggregated level. Even though this 
effect appears to be present, the overall value of the PSR 
does not fall outside of a range indicating a clumped 
distribution. A larger BAF than 60 was not used to determine 
if the PSR value could eventually be driven down to a level 
representing a random or uniform distribution. It is possible 
the larger trees in the plot are randomly distributed, and as 
the BAF is increased these larger trees exhibit a greater 
effect on the value of the PSR than the smaller members of the 
plot. Typically, an individual using horizontal point sampling 
in the field will select a BAF such that 4 to 8 trees will be 
tallied during the prism sweep. A dense stand with large trees 
will require a large BAF, say 60, to tally 4\ to 8 trees 
without some being missed. A thinned patchy standj, like those 
used in this study, would require a smaller BAF, say 10, to 
tally 4 to 8 trees. Using an inappropriate BAF, will not 
provide the sample size needed to achieve a statistically 
acceptable sample to estimate the point basal area per acre. 
This will drive the PSR value down toward random from an 
aggregated stand and up from a uniform stand. Thus, using the 
appropriate BAF value for the stand will ensure a valid 
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estimate of point basal area. 
In the same manner, figures 18 through 21 show the effect 
of varying the BAF with a sample plot representing a random 
distribution. The mean PSR and standard error are well within 
acceptable levels for all choices of BAFs. The mean PSR 
deviates very little from one after 20 sample points and the 
standard error decreases in value and fluctuation as the 
sample size is increased. A higher level of variation in the 
standard error does occur at a BAF =60 and at about 35 sample 
points for a BAF =20. It also appears that the previous BAF 
or quadrant effect is not present with a sample exhibiting a 
random distribution. 
Figures 22 through 25 on the following pages show the 
effect of different BAFs on the standard error and mean PSR 
for a sample plot exhibiting a possible uniform distribution. 
In each case, the standard error and PSR are within acceptable 
ranges. A slight rise of the mean PSR values can be seen with 
the rise of BAF. It is difficult to determine if a BAF or 
quadrant effect is occurring at this level. Of the three 
sample plots representing a clumped, random, and uniform 
distribution of basal area per acre, none deviated from a 
level of the point sample ratio that would be consistent with 
the type of distribution despite changes in BAF. 
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Figure 18. Point sample ratio and standard error output for 
plot 7-1-1 with BAF = 10 and N = 10. 
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plot 7-1-1 with BAF =20 and N = 10. 
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Figure 20. Point sample ratio and standard error output for 
plot 7-1-1 with BAF = 40 and N = 10. 
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Figure 21. Point sample ratio and standard error output for 
plot 7-1-1 with BAF = 60 and N = 10. 
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Figure 23. Point sample ratio and standard error output for 
plot 28-5-1 with BAF = 20 and N = 10. 
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Figure 24. Point sample ratio and standard error output for 
plot 28-5-1 with BAF = 40 and N = 10. 
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Figure 25. Point sample ratio and standard error output for 
plot 28-5-1 with BAF = 60 and N = 10. 
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MODELING: 
The next step was to determine the utility of the PSR as 
an independent variable in a stand level growth model. I 
hypothesized (1) that a "growth on growing stock" model, with 
site index as an additional independent variable, would be an 
adequate base model to summarize the data; and (2) that the 
addition of the PSR into the model in some manner or 
transformation would explain additional variation not provided 
by the base model. Figures 26 and 27 illustrate this 
hypothesis. The point sample ratio would also band out by 
class within each site index class, thus providing further 
information of growth characteristics within a site index 
class. Figure 27, is a representation of a possible banding by 
the PSR in a site index class of 60. The higher the growth 
curve the more uniformly the basal area is distributed 
throughout the sample plot, and increased clumping detracts 
from growth. 
The initial model form chosen for the analysis was the 
Chapman-Richards model as discussed in the methods section. 
The dependent variable was yearly basal area per acre growth 
and the independent variables were site index, initial 
survival tree basal area per acre, and the point sample ratio. 
With only 43 data points, it seemed that no more than 2 or 3 
parameters jS,, 182, and jS3 could be accurately estimated from 
the data, the Y-intercept jS0 was assumed to be zero. A number 
of model forms and independent variable transformations were 
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Figure 26. Example of growth on growing stock curves using a 
variety of site indexes. 
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Figure 27. Effect of point sample ratio levels on the growth 
on growing stock for site index 60. 
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tested using the Chapman - Richards function of the form of 
Y = j81SI*(l-exp(/32BA)) **/33. The results were not conclusive. 
The estimation of the base model produced a residual mean 
square value of about 0.83 while meeting all the other 
criteria of proper parameter estimation, confidence intervals, 
and correlation. The PSR was first included in the model as a 
raw value with the parameter (33. With each additional step of 
the model estimation process, the PSR value was entered in the 
base model as a transformation and/or in combination with one 
or both of the independent variables (site index & basal area) 
in a variety of locations. The results were then examined to 
meet the model criteria as with the base model. If the model 
looked promising, the data was then graphed using the 
parameter estimations. Some model forms and parameter 
estimations did produce promising results. The explanation of 
additional variation through the inclusion of some form of the 
PSR did lower the residual mean square by 5 to 10 percent with 
good parameter criteria in some models, but when the model was 
graphically represented using some sample data or the actual 
data, the model did not seem to behave well at all. The 
produced graphs from the model estimates either did not show 
any banding by PSR class within a site index class or model 
behavior became very erratic. The erratic behavior of the 
graphical results with the addition of the PSR had two 
potential sources. One, the selection of the transformation of 
the PSR was critical to the graphical results. Statistically, 
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a particular transformation, for example logarithmic or 
exponential, would produce an improvement in accounting for 
additional variation, however when graphed, unexpected results 
occurred. Virtually no banding by PSR could be detected, or 
the banding was inversely affected by the value of the PSR. 
For example, as the level of competition or clumping 
increased, the level of growth increased proportionally. 
Second, the data did not cover the full range of values needed 
to produce the desired nonlinear curve intended by the use of 
the particular model forms. Many of these model forms, which 
included the PSR value, tended to produce a straight line fit 
through the data. It appeared the inclusion of the PSR may 
have increased the amount of variability to a point that a 
nonlinear fit could not be easily achieved given the type and 
amount of data. 
At this point the use of nonlinear models was reexamined 
as an appropriate model form to be used with the study data. 
A majority of the data, initial basal area and site index, 
were clumped in a narrow band with the higher and lower 
extremes poorly represented. This tended to produce a linear 
relationship within some models tested, therefore a linear 
model might fit the study data better than the nonlinear 
models previously used. A number of linear models and 
techniques were attempted to show an increase in model 
prediction with the inclusion of the PSR. The same base 
independent and dependent variables used in nonlinear 
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regression were included in the linear model of the form Y = 
/80 + jSjSI + /32BA, where Y is yearly survivor basal area growth, 
SI is site index, and BA is initial survivor basal area per 
acre. The PSR was first included in the linear model by 
adding it on the end of the model in its raw value with the 
parameter jS3. The model was then checked for Y-intercept and 
parameter estimations. Then, as with the nonlinear models, 
each subsequent model had some sort of transformation of the 
PSR or in combination with one or both of the other 
independent variables. Linear regression techniques, such as 
forward, backward, and forcing the inclusion of selected 
variables were used. The baseline model produced an R2 value 
of 0.62. Inclusion of the PSR or some transformation generally 
raised the R2 value to 0.66. Some transformations produced an 
R2 over 0.70, but the Y-intercept parameter estimate was 
unrealistic. 
The inclusion of the PSR into the linear model did not 
produce better results than nonlinear techniques. Some 
improvement did occur with the addition of the PSR to a base 
model, but the level of improvement remained marginal and 
could be delegated to chance variation. The raw PSR value did 
not produce any improvement to the model behavior, but 
transformations of the estimated plot PSR value produced 
better results than the raw value. The best transformation of 
the PSR used by the linear model was the square root of the 
PSR. This appeared to produce the best model improvement of 
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all the models and transformations tested, that is of the 
linear models. 
Graphically, the data itself did not show extremely strong 
trends to support the study hypothesis. Figure 28 is a plot of 
growth on growing stock for the 43 stem-mapped plots. There is 
a curvalinear relationship between yearly basal area growth 
and initial basal area per acre, but as the results have 
shown, it is not a particularly strong relationship. Figure 29 
is the 43 data points identified by site index class and 
figure 30 is the same graph with a fitted curve based on the 
parameter estimations of the base model. Although there is a 
curvalinear relationship between initial basal area per acre 
and basal area growth per acre per year, the data does not 
separate or band by site index class as earlier hypothesized. 
The plots with a site index value of 70 (66-75) does tend to 
separate from the rest of the data. The plots with site index 
values of 50 and 60 are rather mixed and no apparent 
separation occurs between them. The plots with site index 
values of 40 and 80 really muddy the waters. In figure 31, the 
base model was fitted to only the plots with a site index of 
60. With the site index held constant, the plot PSR value was 
identified as uniform, random, or clumped. No banding by PSR 
level seemed apparent. 
The outcome of this study on stand level horizontal spatial 
distributions did not produce the desired results in respect 
to all three of the study objectives and other expectations 
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through out the study. Although problems existed with the data 
and modeling the effects of the Point Sample Ratio, a number 
of products and techniques have evolved out of the study, 
which may be valuable to other interested parties. These 
outcomes will be discussed in the next chapter. 
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Figure 28. Yearly basal area growth graphed against initial 
basal area for all plots. 
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Figure 29. Yearly basal area growth graphed against initial 
basal area by site index class. 
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Figure 30. Yearly basal area growth versus initial basal 
area by site index class with fitted line. 
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Figure 31. Yearly BA growth versus initial BA by PSR class 
with fitted line for site index class 60. 
CHAPTER 4: CONCLUSIONS 
The point sample ratio developed from horizontal point 
sampling techniques is easy to calculate and can be 
incorporated into many of the standard forestry surveys or 
cruises with very little or no change in current field 
procedures. The PSR only requires the tally of "in" trees 
which is included or easily acquired in horizontal point 
sampling surveys. For more permanent research style plots, 
either square or circular, the PSR could be included in other 
projects since it remains stable through changes in sample 
size and basal area factors. As the sample size of points is 
changed, the level or value of the PSR does not vary far from 
its expected value. An optimum or minimum sample size was not 
completely determined during the study. The number of sample 
points in conjunction with the standard error of the mean from 
the ten independent samples does indicate that using a sample 
size of 40 points or more should provide a stable estimate of 
the PSR for that stand or plot in question. The sampling 
properties also indicated a smaller sample of points could be 
used for areas of uniform or random distributed basal area. A 
change in BAF did not drastically change the value of the PSR. 
The value of the PSR did fluctuate to some extent, but not out 
the expected range. So, it should not matter what BAF is used 
to estimate the PSR as long as the sample size is adequate. 
For this study, the BAF was held constant for all sample 
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points used to obtain an estimate of the plot PSR. How the PSR 
and its sampling properties would be affected by a mixture of 
BAF's used in the same plot or stand was not examined at this 
time. A possible quadrant effect was noted during the study 
for clumpy plots through a change in BAF. The PSR value did 
change with a change in BAF, but the level of variation did 
not move the PSR value outside of a value consistent with a 
clumpy distribution. I do not think this is an issue at this 
time. 
Although the analysis of the data through both linear and 
nonlinear regression techniques did not produce conclusive 
results that the point sample ratio could be used to give an 
adequate representation of the spatial distribution of the 
stand basal area per acre to improve model performance, there 
is no reason at this time to conclude that these techniques 
and measures cannot be incorporated into current or future 
growth and yield models. The results of this study can be 
interpreted as inconclusive, yet promising, and that the 
techniques and procedures used to test the hypothesis that a 
sample of point basal area measurements can be used to 
quantify stand level dumpiness may still be of use for the 
following reasons. 
First, quantifying stand spatial distributions is still 
needed in the area of growth and yield modeling. To improve 
the accuracy and precision of current and future models the 
measure of horizontal distribution of competition of forest 
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stands needs to be improved and developed in such a manner as 
to be easily entered into the models and meaningful. The 
inconclusive results of this study do not eliminate the 
possibility of the point sample ratio or some form of the PSR 
to be a meaningful addition to future growth models. 
Second, the idea of using horizontal point sampling 
techniques to describe within stand competition through the 
measurement of basal area per acre is a method that can be 
easily incorporated or even currently exists in most forest 
cruises or inventories. This would facilitate easy and 
efficient data acquisition for a much needed index with no 
need to create new measurement techniques. Horizontal point 
sampling is a widely accepted technique in the field of 
forestry, so no additional training or development would be 
needed to acquire the data necessary to produce the index. 
Third, the procedures used in this study show the PSR and 
related results can be easily reproduced by computer 
simulation with real or computer generated data. Reproducing 
results is sometimes very difficult to achieve in the world of 
natural resources, and the methods used during the study allow 
for a stable repetition of procedures to gain stable results. 
Even if the need for the point sample ratio or similar type 
of measurement exists, and the techniques are available for 
testing the index, the problem of determining what kind of 
data and how much still exists. The inconclusive results of 
this study could have occurred for a number of reasons. Some 
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of the more direct problems or questions associated with the 
data that arose through the process of the study were the 
following. 
First, the combination of a small number of data points or 
plots along with the high amount of variation between plots in 
the way of species, site index, elevation, aspect, plot basal 
area, etc. may have created a situation were the PSR 
contribution could not be assessed correctly. An increase in 
the number of sample plots and the range of the plots, 
particularly in the area of site index, may have made it 
possible to assess the contribution of the PSR. With the 
present sample size and range, this initial examination into 
quantifying dumpiness may have best been served by limiting 
the study data to a set of conditions to reduce the amount of 
variation in the study. Unfortunately, this was not possible 
because the study was already in progress. 
Second, the correct representation or transformation of the 
point sample ratio may not have been produced at this time. 
The PSR may require a special transformation that was not 
previously detected or created to correctly represent the 
ratio in such a manner that its inclusion into a model 
produces a measurable level in reducing the amount of 
unexplained variation. A variety of transformations were 
attempted during the analysis stage of the study, this 
included transformations like square roots, exponential, 
logarithmic, inverses, and combinations of the preceding. In 
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some cases, the transformation of the PSR appeared to explain 
additional variation in comparison to the raw PSR value. 
Third, the time frame from which the growth data was taken 
or measured was at a maximum of five years. With this short 
time frame and the slow growth rates of many of the plots, it 
is possible that measurement error could be adding to the 
confusion of the data analysis. The addition of another 
measurement period of five years could very well produce the 
amount and type of information needed to fully test the effect 
of the PSR as it is included into a basic growth model. 
Even with the lack of conclusive results, I feel that the 
study objectives were met. The point sample ratio can be 
created by using horizontal point sampling techniques and this 
resulting index does describe in some manner the stand level 
horizontal competition through point basal area estimates. The 
procedures and techniques used throughout the study were such 
that the index could be readily produced using current field 
standards. The index was assessed for its contribution to 
explain additional variation in stand level basal area growth 
through simple modeling techniques, in which the results were 
inconclusive. The inclusion of the PSR into a variety of basic 
growth models did produce some improvement in model 
performance, but the level of improvement was not substantial 
enough to make a conclusion to support the hypothesis. 
Even though this study did not produce the desired results 
by attaining a workable measure of dumpiness that could be 
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included into current stand models, the need for this type of 
measure is still a high priority in the field of growth and 
yield. I think a stand level representation of the spatial 
distribution of a forest can be produced from the techniques 
of horizontal point sampling such as used in this study. A 
much larger sample size including a sufficient quantity of 
samples from the ends of the distribution need to be included, 
and multiple measurements over time need to be completed. If 
and when the stand level problem is solved, then individual 
tree models can be investigated with this type of index. The 
complexity of the problem increases dramatically when 
considering a measure of dumpiness for an individual tree 
model, where each tree may receive a measure of spatial 
distribution based on the density and horizontal arrangement 
of its immediate neighbors as opposed to an overall measure. 
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APPENDIX A 
LIST OF PLOT IDENTIFICATION NUMBERS 
FMU LOC PLTNO 
11 1 
1 1 2  
2 1 
13 1 
3  1 1  
5   
5  2  1  
7  1 1  
7  2  1  
7  3  1  
8 11
8 2 
9  1 1  
9  2  1  
20 11
20 2 1 
2 1 1 1  
2 1 2  1  
2 1 3  1  
2 1 4  1  
2 1 5  1  
2 3  1 1  
2 4  1  1  
2 4  2  1  
2 8  1  1  
2 8  3  1  
2 8  4  1  
2 8  5  1  
2 9  1  1  
3 1 1  1  
3 1 2  1  
3 2  1  1  
3 3  1  
3 8  1  1  
4 4  1  1  
4 5  1  1  
4 5  2  1  
4 5  3  1  
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5 3  3  1  
5 3  3  2  
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APPENDIX C: SAS PROGRAMS 
************************************************************* 
********************* PROGRAM TITLE* ************************; 
************IILL!!!!!! 'XYPLNE.SAS! !!!!!!!!!!****************; 
A * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * '  
*****************DESCRIPTION OF PROGRAM*********************; 
************************************************************* 
*THIS PROGRAM CHOOSES A PLOT FROM THE FILE RD842, CALCULATES; 
*THE HORIZONTAL DISTANCES OF THE TREES ON THE PLOT, DETER- ; 
*MINES THE X-Y COORDINATES OF EACH TREE, AND PLACES THEM ; 
*ON AN X-Y PLANE WITH PLOT CENTER AT THE COORDINATE (0,0). ; 
*THE PROGRAM THEN FILES THIS INFORMATION IN AN EXTERNAL FILE; 
*THIS EXTERNAL FILE IS LOCATED IN THE DATA SUBDIRECTORY OF ; 
*THE MAIN DIRECTORY. ; 
************************************************************• 
****II!!!!•!M!!!!'IMPORTANT NOTE! !!!!!!!!!!!!!J***********; 
************************************************************; 
*THE ONLY ITEM IN THE PROGRAM THAT NEEDS TO BE CHANGED OR ; 
* CHECKED BEFORE A RUN IS THE CHOICE OF THE PARTICULAR PLOT ; 
*BY "LOC, FMU, & PLTNO AND IT IS LOCATED NEAR THE END OF THE; 
•PROGRAM. ; 
************************************************************ • 
*LIST OF SOME IMPORTANT VARIABLES USED AND/OR OUTPUTED ; 
************************************************************ • 
* * *MEAS = MEASUREMENT NUMBER; 
***REG = CHAMPION CORPORATION REGION; 
***DISTR = DISTRICT WITHIN REGION; 
***FMU = FIELD MANAGEMENT UNIT; 
***LOC = PLOT LOCATION CODE; 
***PLTNO = PLOT NUMBER; 
***RECTY = RECORD TYPE; 
* * *MON = MONTH OF MEASUREMENT; 
***DAY = DAY OF WEEK; 
***YEAR = YEAR OF MEASUREMENT; 
***SEC = SECTION; 
***TWN = TOWNSHIP; 
***RNG = RANGE; 
***FRTY = FORTY; 
***SIZE = AREA OF PLOT IN ACRES; 
***ASP = ASPECT IN DEGREES; 
***SLP = SLOPE IN DEGREES; 
***ELEV = ELEVATION IN FEET; 
***TIMTYP = TIMBER TYPE CODE; 
***HABTYP = HABITAT TYPE CODE; 
***DEC = COMPASS DECLINATION; 
***TRNO = PLOT TREE NUMBER; 
***SP = TREE SPECIES CODE; 
***ST = TREE STATUS CODE; 
***DAM = TREE DAMAGE CODE; 
***CC = CROWN CLASS CODE; 
***AZI = AZIMUTH FROM PLOT CENTER TO TREES; 
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***DIS = SLOPE DISTANCE IN FEET FROM CENTER TO TREE; 
***DBH = DIAMETER BREAST HEIGHT OF TREE IN INCHES; 
***CR = CROWN RATIO AS A PERCENT; 
***HT = HEIGHT IN FEET OF SELECTED TREES; 
***AGE = AGE OF TREE BASED ON CORE EXAMINATION; 
***CS = CORRECTED PLOT SLOPE (ABSOLUTE VALUE); 
***HD = HORIZONTAL DISTANCE FROM PLOT CENTER TO TREES; 
***X = X-AXIS COORDINATE VALUE OF TREE POSITION; 
***Y = Y-AXIS COORDINATE VALUE OF TREE POSITION; 
************************************************************* 
OPTIONS PAGESIZE=60; 
********OPTIONS NOSOURCE; 
************************************************************* 
***CALL IN DATA SET TO BE PROCESSED; 
************************************************************; 
FILENAME NEW 'C:\DATA\90G2.DAT'; 
DATA A(KEEP=MEAS REG DISTR FMU LOC PLTNO RECTY MON DAY YEAR 
SEC TWN RNG FRTY SIZE) 
H(KEEP=MEAS REG DISTR FMU LOC PLTNO RECTY TRNO SP ST 
DAM CC AZI DIS DBH CR HT BASE AGE); 
INFILE NEW MISSOVER; 
INPUT MEAS REG $ DISTR $ FMU LOC PLTNO RECTY $ §; 
IF RECTY EQ '1' THEN DO; 
INPUT SEC TWN RNG FRTY SIZE MON DAY YEAR; 
OUTPUT A; 
END; 
IF RECTY EQ '8' THEN DO; 
INPUT TRNO SP ST DAM CC AZI DIS DBH CR HT BASE AGE; 
OUTPUT H; 
END; 
A * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ;  
***SORT THE APPROPRIATE DATA SET TO BE USED*********; 
**********************************************************; 
PROC SORT DATA=A; BY FMU LOC PLTNO; 
PROC SORT DATA=H; BY FMU LOC PLTNO TRNO; 
DATA PLOT1; 
MERGE A H; 
BY FMU LOC PLTNO; 
DROP MEAS REG DISTR SEC TWN RNG FRTY SIZE BASE; 
FILENAME ORIG 'C:\DATA\84G2.DAT'; 
DATA P(KEEP=FMU LOC PLTNO RECTY TWN RNG SEC SIZE ASP SLP 
ELEV TOPO TIMTYP HABTYP PM GT DEC); 
INFILE ORIG MISSOVER; 
INPUT RECTY $ 7 
IF RECTY EQ 'P' THEN DO; 
INPUT FMU 1-2 LOC 3-4 PLTNO 5-6 RECTY $ 7 TWN 8-9 RNG 
10-11 SEC 12-13 SIZE 22-25 .3 ASP 26-27 SLP 28-29 
ELEV 30-31 TOPO 32 TIMTYP $ 33-36 HABTYP 37-39 
PM 44 GT 45 DEC 46-47; 
IF RECTY=/P/ THEN RECTY='L'; 
OUTPUT P; 
END; 
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PROC SORT DATA=P; BY FMU LOC PLTNO; 
DATA PLOT; 
MERGE P PLOT1; 
BY FMU LOC PLTNO; 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  j  
* **PLACEMENT OF PLOT ON A HORIZONTAL X-Y COORDINATE PLANE***; 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  j  
IF ASP LE 180 THEN DO; 
IF AZI LT ASP THEN C = (-1); 
ELSE IF ASP LE AZI LT (180+ASP) THEN C=L; 
ELSE C =3; 
CS = ABS((SLP/90)*(AZI-ASP-(90*C))); 
END; 
IF ASP GT 180 THEN DO; 
IF AZI LE (ASP-180) THEN B = (—3); 
ELSE IF (ASP-180) LT AZI LT ASP THEN B = (-1); 
ELSE B = 1; 
CS = ABS((SLP/90)*(AZI-ASP-(90*B))); 
END; 
HD = (COS(CS*(3.1415927/180)))*DIS; 
X = (SIN((AZI-ASP)*(3.1415927/180)))*HD; 
Y = (COS((AZI-ASP)*(3.1415927/180)))*HD; 
CS = ROUND(CS,.1); 
HD = ROUND(HD,.1); 
X = ROUND(X,.1); 
Y = ROUND(Y,.1); 
*ASP = ASPECT, AZI = AZIMUTH, B & C = MULT. FACTORS,; 
*CS = CORRECTED SLOPE; 
*DIS = SLOPE DISTANCE, HD = HORIZONTAL DISTANCE; 
*X & Y = CO-ORDINATES OF TREES ON THE PLANE; 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * j  
*****PLACE DATA INTO INDIVIDUAL FILES*********************; 
**********************************************************; 
DATA PLT1; 
FILE 'C:\DATA\XY90\NEW2841.DAT'; 
SET PLOT; 
IF FMU=28 AND LOC=4 AND PLTNO=L; 
PUT FMU LOC PLTNO RECTY TWN RNG SEC YEAR SIZE ASP 
SLP ELEV TOPO TIMTYP HABTYP TRNO SP ST DAM CC 
AZI DIS DBH CR HT AGE C B CS HD X Y; 
RUN; 
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*********************************************************** 
********************* PROGRAM TITLE ************************* 
*****************1IIIIXYROT.SAS!!!1!*********************** 
*********************************************************** 
****************DESCRIPTION OF PROGRAM********************* 
*********************************************************** 
*THIS PROGRAM RETRIEVES A SELECTED DATA SET FROM THE HARD 
*DRIVE, ROTATES THE CONTENTS OF PLOT THE DESIRED DEGREES, 
•PLACES THE INDIVIDUALS ON THE PROPER X-Y COORDINATES, AND 
*SAVES THE ROTATED DATA SET TO ANOTHER LOCATION. 
*********************************************************** 
*THE 'PAF' OR PLOT AREA FACTOR IS ENTERED JUST PRIOR TO 
*SAVING THE NEW DATA SET TO ANOTHER LOCATION. THE 'PAF' AND 
*THE 'AZI', AZIMUTH, NEED TO BE SELECTED OR CHANGED FOR 
*EACH OF THE 43 PLOTS USED IN THE STUDY. 
*********************************************************** 
*LIST OF SOME IMPORTANT VARIABLES USED AND/OR OUTPUTED ; 
*********************************************************** 
***FMU = FIELD MANAGEMENT UNIT; 
***LOC = PLOT LOCATION; 
***PLTNO = PLOT NUMBER; 
***RECTY = RECORD TYPE; 
***YEAR = MEASUREMENT YEAR; 
***TWN = TOWNSHIP; 
***RNG = RANGE; 
***SEC = SECTION; 
***SIZE = AREA OF PLOT IN ACRES; 
***ASP = ASPECT IN DEGREES; 
***SLP = SLOPE IN DEGREES; 
***ELEV = ELEVATION IN FEET; 
***HABTYP = HABITAT TYPE CODE; 
***TRNO = TREE NUMBER; 
***SP = TREE SPECIES CODE; 
***ST = TREE STATUS CODE; 
***DAM = TREE DAMAGE CODE; 
***CC = CROWN CLASS CODE; 
***AZI = AZIMUTH IN DEGREES; 
***DIS = SLOPE DISTANCE IN FEET FROM PLOT CENTER TO TREE; 
***DBH = DIAMETER BREAST HEIGHT IN INCHES OF TREE; 
***CR = CROWN RATIO AS A PERCENT; 
***HT = HEIGHT IN FEET OF SELECTED TREES ON PLOT; 
***AGE = AGE OF SELECTED HEIGHT TREES; 
***CS = CORRECTED SLOPE (ABSOLUTE VALUE); 
***HD = CALCULATED HORZONTAL DISTANCE; 
***X = X-AXIS VALUE OF TREE LOCATION COORDINATE; 
* * * Y  = Y-AXIS VALUE OF TREE LOCATION COORDIANTE; 
***PAF = PLOT AREA FACTOR - MAX. X OR Y ABSOLUTE VALUE; 
***********************************************************; 
OPTIONS PAGESIZE=60; 
****OPTIONS NOSOURCE; 
***********************************************************; 
*CALL IN DATA SET TO BE OPERATED ON; 
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***********************************************************j 
FILENAME RDR1 'D:\DATA\XY85\OLD2841.DAT'; 
DATA ROTAT; 
INFILE RDR1 MISSOVER; 
INPUT FMU LOC PLTNO RECTY TWN RNG SEC YEAR SIZE ASP SLP 
ELEV TOPO TIMTYP $ HABTYP TRNO SP ST DAM CC AZI DIS 
DBH CR HT AGE C B CS HD X Y PAF; 
A * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * '  
* * * PLACEMENT OF PLOT ON A HORIZONTAL X-Y COORDINATE PLANE; 
***********************************************************; 
***AZI = AZI (+ OR -) THE DESIRED DEGREES OF ROTATION ; 
************************************************************ 
AZI = AZI - 43; 
IF AZI LT 0 THEN AZI = AZI + 360; 
IF AZI GT 360 THEN AZI = AZI - 360; 
***********************************************************; 
IF ASP LE 180 THEN DO; 
IF AZI LT ASP THEN C = (-1); 
ELSE IF ASP LE AZI LT (180+ASP) THEN C=L; 
ELSE C =3; 
CS = ABS((SLP/90)*(AZI-ASP-(90*C))); 
END; 
IF ASP GT 180 THEN DO; 
IF AZI LE (ASP—180) THEN B = (-3); 
ELSE IF (ASP-180) LT AZI LT ASP THEN B = (-1); 
ELSE B = 1; 
CS = ABS((SLP/90)*(AZI-ASP-(90*B))); 
END; 
HD = (COS(CS*(3.1415927/180)))*DIS; 
X = (SIN((AZI-ASP)*(3.1415927/180)))*HD; 
Y = (COS((AZI-ASP)*(3.1415927/180)))*HD; 
CS = ROUND(CS,.1); 
HD = ROUND(HD,.1); 
X = ROUND(X,.1); 
Y = ROUND(Y,.1); 
**********************************************************; 
***ENTER THE PLOT AREA FACTOR FOR THIS DATA SET ; 
**********************************************************; 
PAF = 47; 
**********************************************************; 
*****PLACE DATA INTO INDIVIDUAL FILES*********************; 
**********************************************************; 
DATA PLT1; 
FILE 'D:\DATA\XYR0T85\R02841.DAT'; 
SET ROTAT; 
PUT FMU LOC PLTNO RECTY TWN RNG SEC YEAR SIZE ASP 
SLP ELEV TOPO TIMTYP HABTYP TRNO SP ST DAM CC 
AZI DIS DBH CR HT AGE CS HD X Y PAF; 
RUN; 
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A**********************************************************' 
*********************PROGRAM TITLE*************************; 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ! I I I I Q P R T . S A S ! ! ! ! ! * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ;  
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  
***************DESCRIPTION OF PROGRAM**********************; 
*********************************************************** J  
*THIS PROGRAM CONVERTS AN ASCII TEXT FILE INTO A COMMA AND ; 
•QUOTES DELIMINATED FILE THAT CAN BE IMPORTED INTO QUATTRO ; 
*PRO AS A SPREAD SHEET FILE. THESE ARE THE FINAL ROTATED ; 
*FILES FROM THE DATA SET OF 43 PLOTS. ; 
***********************************************************j 
*SEE XYROT.SAS IN THIS APPENDIX FOR A LIST OF VARIABLES, ; 
*THEY ARE THE SAME AS BEFORE.; 
• A * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * '  
***OPTIONS NOSOURCE; 
OPTIONS MISSING='0'; 
OPTIONS PAGESIZE=60; 
***********************************************************; 
*CALL IN DATA SET TO BE OPERATED ON; 
************************************************************ 
FILENAME QDAT 'D:\DATA\XYROT90\RT2411.DAT'; 
DATA ONE(KEEP=FMU LOC PLTNO RECTY TWN RNG SEC YEAR SIZE 
ASP SLP ELEV TOPO TIMTYP HABTYP TRNO SP ST DAM 
CC AZI DIS DBH CR HT AGE CS HD X Y PAF); 
INFILE QDAT MISSOVER; 
INPUT FMU LOC PLTNO RECTY TWN RNG SEC YEAR SIZE ASP 
SLP ELEV TOPO TIMTYP $ HABTYP TRNO SP ST DAM CC 
AZI DIS DBH CR HT AGE CS HD X Y PAF; 
DATA QPRO(KEEP=FMU LOC PLTNO RECTY YEAR SIZE ASP SLP ELEV 
HABTYP TRNO SP ST DAM CC AZI DIS DBH CR HT 
AGE CS HD X Y PAF); 
***********************************************************; 
*CREATE A COMMA AND QUOTES DELIMINATED FILE FOR QUATTRO PRO; 
***********************************************************7 
SET ONE; 
IF ST=0 OR ST=3 OR ST=8; 
FILE 'D:\QPRO\ROT90\RT2411.DAT'; 
PUT FMU LOC PLTNO "," RECTY YEAR "," SIZE "," 
ASP SLP ELEV W#" HABTYP »," TRNO SP M" 
ST DAM CC AZI "," DIS "," DBH "," CR 
HT AGE CS ",M HD "," X "," Y "," PAF; 
RUN; 
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A*********************************************************' 
**********************PROGRAM TITLE* * ********************** 
****************** I I I I ICMB2DAT.SAS!i !!!*******************; 
*********************************************************** 
****************DESCRIPTION OF PROGRAM********************; 
A * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * '  
*THIS PROGRAM COMBINES ALL OBSERVATIONS IN THE DATA SETS ; 
*OF 84G2.DAT AND 90G2.DAT AND RENAMES VARIABLES COMMON TO ; 
*BOTH DATA SETS. THE PROGRAM THEN PLACES THE MERGED DATA ; 
*SETS INTO A FILE CALLED 'CMBDAT.DAT'. ; 
*********************************************************** 
*THE FILE 'CMBINPUT.SAS' IS A PROGRAM HEADER FILE THAT ; 
*CALLS THE COMBINED FILE FOR USES IN OTHER PROGRAMS. ; 
**********************************************************• 
*A LIST OF ALL THE VARIABLES MERGED INTO ONE DATA FILE MAY; 
*NOT BE PRACTICAL FOR THIS PROGRAM. ALL OF THE IMPORTANT ; 
•VARIABLES THAT HAVE BEEN STATED IN THE PREVIOUS PROGRAMS,; 
*XYROT.SAS AND XYPLNE.SAS, ARE INCLUDED IN THIS PROGRAM. ; 
*********************************************************** 
OPTIONS PAGESIZE=60; 
*********************************************************** 
***IDENTIFY DATA FILE AND VARIABLES TO BE INCLUDED********; 
**********************************************************; 
FILENAME ORIG 'C:\DATA\84G2.DAT'; 
DATA P(KEEP=FMU LOC PLTNO RECTY TWN RNG SEC DAY MON YEAR 
SIZE ASP SLP ELEV TOPO TIMTYP HABTYP SOITYP PM 
GT DEC) 
Q(KEEP=FMU LOC PLTNO RECTY HUN HYR HBL AC1 MOl YRl AC2 
M02 YR2 SP1 HT1 AGl DBH1 RADG1 RYR1 SP2 HT2 AG2 
DBH2 RADG2 RYR2 SP3 HT3 AG3 DBH3 RADG3 RYR3) 
R(KEEP=FMU LOC PLTNO RECTY RSP1 RNOl RSP2 RN02 RSP3 
RN03 RSP4 RN04 RSP5 RN05 RSP6 RN06 RSP7 RN07 
SDLT3 SD37 SD710 SDGT10 STLT2 ST24 ST46 ST68 
ST810 SBA2 ST1012 ST1214 ST1416 ST1618) 
ONE(KEEP=FMU LOC PLTNO RECTY TRNO SP ST DAM CC AZI DIS 
DBH CR HT BASE AGE BARK PGC1 PGYR1 PGG1 PGC2 
PGYR2 PGG2 PGC3 PGYR3 PGG3 PGC4 PGYR4 PGG4 
PGC5 PGYR5 PGG5 DSH DBHCLA) 
TWO(KEEP=FMU LOC PLTNO RECTY TRNO SP ST DAM CC AZI DIS 
CR HT RPHC RPHY RPHG) 
THREE(KEEP=FMU LOC PLTNO RECTY TRNO SP AZI DIS DSH 
SDBH) 
FOUR(KEEP=FMU LOC PLTNO RECTY TRNO SP DAM CC DBH HT CR 
AGE HTPT5 HTTR RCMP PGC1 PGYR1 PGG1 PGC2 
PGYR2 PGG2 PGC3 PGYR3 PGG3 PGC4 PGYR4 PGG4 
PGC5 PGYR5 PGG5 BAC BAS); 
***COLUMN FORMAT OF THE DATA SET**********; 
INFILE ORIG MISSOVER; 
**HOLD POINTER ON THE APPROPRIATE COLUMN TO PROCESS DATA**; 
INPUT FMU 1-2 LOC 3-4 PLTNO 5-6 @; 
IF FMU =28 AND LOC = 2 AND PLTNO = 1 THEN DELETE; 
IF FMU =38 AND LOC = 2 AND PLTNO = 1 THEN DELETE; 
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IF FMU =54 AND LOC = 1 AND PLTNO = 1 THEN DELETE; 
INPUT RECTY $ 7 §; 
IF RECTY EQ 'P' THEN DO; 
INPUT FMU 1-2 LOC 3-4 PLTNO 5-6 RECTY $ 7 TWN 8-9 RNG 
10-11 SEC 12-13 DAY 16-17 MON 18-19 YEAR 20-21 
SIZE 22-25 .3 ASP 26-27 SLP 28-29 ELEV 30-31 TOPO 
32 TIMTYP $ 33-36 HABTYP 37-39 SOITYP $ 40-43 PM 
44 GT 45 DEC 46-47; 
IF FMU=21 AND LOC=5 THEN YEAR=85; 
OUTPUT P; 
END; 
IF RECTY EQ 'Q' THEN DO; 
INPUT FMU 1-2 LOC 3-4 PLTNO 5-6 HUN 8-10 HYR 11-12 HBL 
13-15 AC1 16-17 MOL 18-19 YR1 20-21 AC2 22-23 M02 
24-25 YR2 26-27 SP1 28 HT1 29-31 AG1 32-34 DBH1 
35-37 .1 RADG1 38-39 RYR1 40 SP2 41 HT2 42-44 AG2 
45-47 DBH2 48-50 .1 RADG2 51-52 RYR2 53 SP3 54 
HT3 55-57 AG3 58-60 DBH3 61-63 .1 RADG3 64-65 
RYR3 66 RECTY $ 7; 
OUTPUT Q; 
END; 
IF RECTY EQ 'R' THEN DO; 
INPUT FMU 1-2 LOC 3-4 PLTNO 5-6 RECTY $ 7 RSP1 8 RNOL 
9-11 RSP2 12 RN02 13-15 RSP3 16 RN03 17-19 RSP4 
20 RN04 21-23 RSP5 24 RN05 25-27 RSP6 28 RN06 
29-31 RSP7 32 RN07 33-35 SDLT3 36-38 SD37 39-41 
SD710 42-44 SDGT10 45-47 STLT2 48-50 ST24 51-53 
ST46 54-56 ST68 57-59 ST810 60-62 ST1012 63-65 
ST1214 66-68 ST1416 69-70 ST1618 71-72; 
IF STLT2=. THEN STLT2=0; IF ST24=. THEN ST24=0; 
IF ST46=. THEN ST46=0; IF ST68=. THEN ST68=0; 
IF ST810=.THEN ST810=0; IF ST1012=. THEN ST1012=0; 
IF ST1214=. THEN ST1214=0; IF ST1416=. THEN ST1416=0; 
IF ST1618=. THEN ST1618=0; 
SBA2=STLT2 *.002376+ST24*.02688+ST46*.07793+ST68*.1555 
+ST810*.2597+ST1012*.3904+ST1214*.5476+ST1416* 
.7314+ST1618*.9417; 
OUTPUT R; 
END; 
IF RECTY EQ '1' THEN DO; 
INPUT FMU 1-2 LOC 3-4 PLTNO 5-6 RECTY $ 7 TRNO 8-11 SP 
12 ST 13 DAM 14-16 CC 17 AZI 18-20 DIS 21-23 DBH 
24-26 .1 CR 27-29 HT 30-32 BASE 33-35 AGE 36-38 
BARK 39-41 PGC1 42 PGYR1 43 PGG1 44-46 PGC2 47 
PGYR2 48 PGG2 49-51 PGC3 52 PGYR3 53 PGG3 54-56 
PGC4 57 PGYR4 58 PGG4 59-61 PGC5 62 PGYR5 63 PGG5 
64-66 DSH 67-69 . 1; 
DBHCLA=INT(DBH/2.)+1; IF SP=. THEN SP=0; 
OUTPUT ONE; 
END; 
IF RECTY EQ '2' THEN DO; 
INPUT FMU 1-2 LOC 3-4 PLTNO 5-6 RECTY $ 7 TRNO 8-11 SP 
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12 ST 13 DAM 14-16 CC 17 AZI 18-20 DIS 21-23 
CR 27-29 HT 30-32 RPHC 42 RPHY 43 RPHG 44-46; 
OUTPUT TWO; 
END; 
IF RECTY EQ '3' THEN DO; 
INPUT FMU 1-2 LOC 3-4 PLTNO 5-6 RECTY $ 7 TRNO 8-12 SP 
13 AZI 18-20 DIS 21-23 DSH 24-26 .1; 
IF SP=1 THEN SDBH=-.1956+.7528*DSH; 
IF SP=2 OR SP=6 OR SP=4 OR SP=7 OR SP=8 OR SP=9 THEN 
SDBH=-.1050+.7816*DSH; 
IF SP=3 THEN SDBH=-.1383+.7784*DSH; 
IF SP=5 THEN SDBH=-.0725+.8110*DSH; 
OUTPUT THREE; 
END; 
IF RECTY EQ 'A' THEN DO; 
INPUT FMU 1-2 LOC 3-4 PLTNO 5-6 RECTY $ 7 TRNO 8-10 SP 
11 DAM 12-14 CC 15 DBH 16-18 .1 HT 19-21 .1 CR 
22-24 .2 AGE 25-27 HTPT5 31-33 .1 HTTR 34-36 .1 
RCMP 37-39 BAS 70-72 PGC1 40 PGYR1 41 PGG1 42-44 
PGC2 45 PGYR2 46 PGG2 47-49 PGC3 50 PGYR3 51 PGG3 
52-54 PGC4 55 PGYR4 56 PGG4 57-59 PGC5 60 PGYR5 
61 PGG5 62-64 BAC 67-69; 
OUTPUT FOUR; 
END; 
***END; 
**************************************************** ; 
*** SORT THE APPROPRIATE DATA SETS TO BE USED 
**************************************************** 
PROC SORT DATA=P; BY FMU LOC PLTNO; 
PROC SORT DATA=Q; BY FMU LOC PLTNO; 
PROC SORT DATA=R; BY FMU LOC PLTNO; 
PROC SORT DATA=ONE; BY FMU LOC PLTNO TRNO; 
PROC SORT DATA=TWO; BY FMU LOC PLTNO TRNO; 
PROC SORT DATA=THREE; BY FMU LOC PLTNO TRNO; 
PROC SORT DATA=FOUR; BY FMU LOC PLTNO TRNO; 
***********************************************************; 
***CHANGE THE SELECTED VARIABLES SO MERGING OF DATA SETS; 
***CAN BE ACCOMPLISHED; 
***********************************************************j 
DATA DATA1; 
SET P; 
BY FMU LOC PLTNO; 
DAY1=DAY; MONL=MON; YEAR1=YEAR; RECTY='A'; 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * j  
DATA DATA2; 
SET ONE; 
BY FMU LOC PLTNO; 
SP1=SP; ST1=ST; DAM1=DAM; CC1=CC; AZI1=AZI; DIS1=DIS; 
DBH1=DBH; CR1=CR; HT1=HT; BASE1=BASE; AGE1=AGE; 
RECTY = 'L'; 
***********************************************************; 
DATA D2; 
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SET Q; 
RECTY = 'G'; 
**************************; 
DATA D3; 
SET R; 
RECTY = 'H'; 
**************************; 
DATA D9A(KEEP=FMU LOC PLTNO RECTY TRNO BARK PGCl PGYRl PGGl 
PGC2 PGYR2 PGG2 PGC3 PGYR3 PGG3 PGC4 PGYR4 PGG4 
PGC5 PGYR5 PGG5 DSH DBH DBHCLA SP); 
SET ONE; 
RECTY = 'K'; 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  
DATA Dll; 
SET THREE; 
RECTY = 'I'; 
**************************; 
DATA D12; 
SET FOUR; 
RECTY = 'J'; 
*************************** 
DATA DATA3; 
SET TWO; 
RECTY = 'M'; SP1=SP; ST1=ST; DAM1=DAM; CC1=CC; AZI1=AZI; 
DIS1=DIS; CR1=CR; HT1=HT; RC1=RPHC; YRS1=RPHY; HG1=RPHG; 
*********************************************************** 
***IDENTIFY NEW DATA SET TO BE INCLUDED BY LIST FORMAT; 
**********************************************************; 
FILENAME NEW 'C:\DATA\90G2.DAT'; 
DATA A(KEEP=FMU LOC PLTNO RECTY MON DAY YEAR MON2 DAY2 
YEAR2) 
B(KEEP=FMU LOC PLTNO RECTY POB) 
C(KEEP=FMU LOC PLTNO RECTY SLP ASP 
ELEV TOPO TIMTYP HABTYP SOILTYP PM GT DEC) 
D(KEEP=FMU LOC PLTNO RECTY RSP1 RNOl 
RSP2 RN02 RSP3 RN03 RSP4 RN04 RSP5 RN05 RSP6 
RN06 RSP7 RN07) 
E(KEEP=FMU LOC PLTNO RECTY SP1 HT1 
AG1 SP2 HT2 AG2 SP3 HT3 AG3) 
F(KEEP=FMU LOC PLTNO RECTY TRNO SP 
DBH AZI DIS) 
G(KEEP=FMU LOC PLTNO RECTY SUBPLT 
STRATA TOTCOV TOTHT GCOV FCOV SHCOV) 
H(KEEP=FMU LOC PLTNO RECTY TRNO SP ST2 
DAMG CC AZI DIS DBH CR HT BASE AGE) 
I(KEEP=FMU LOC PLTNO RECTY TRNO SP ST2 
DAMG CC AZI DIS CR HT RC YRS HG); 
******************************************************; 
***OUTPUT DATA SETS BY RECORD TYPES*******************; 
******************************************************; 
INFILE NEW MISSOVER; 
INPUT MEAS REG $ DISTR $ FMU LOC PLTNO §; 
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***IF FMU =21 AND LOC = 1 AND PLTNO = 1 THEN DO; 
INPUT RECTY $ §; 
IF RECTY EQ '1' THEN DO; 
INPUT SEC TWN RNG FRTY SIZE MON DAY YEAR MON2 DAY2 
YEAR2; 
OUTPUT A; 
END; 
IF RECTY EQ '2' THEN DO; 
INPUT POB $65.; 
OUTPUT B; 
END; 
IF RECTY EQ '3' THEN DO; 
INPUT SLP ASP ELEV TOPO TIMTYP $ HABTYP SOILTYP $ PM GT 
DEC; 
OUTPUT C; 
END; 
IF RECTY EQ '4' THEN DO; 
INPUT RSP1 RNOl RSP2 RN02 RSP3 
RN03 RSP4 RN04 RSP5 RN05 RSP6 
RN06 RSP7 RN07; 
OUTPUT D; 
END; 
IF RECTY EQ '5' THEN DO; 
INPUT SP1 HT1 AG1 SP2 HT2 AG2 SP3 HT3 AG3; 
OUTPUT E; 
END; 
IF RECTY EQ '6' THEN DO; 
INPUT TRNO SP DBH AZI DIS; 
OUTPUT F; 
END; 
IF RECTY EQ 'T THEN DO; 
INPUT SUBPLT STRATA TOTCOV TOTHT GCOV FCOV SHCOV; 
OUTPUT G; 
END; 
IF RECTY EQ '8' THEN DO; 
INPUT TRNO SP ST2 DAMG CC AZI DIS DBH CR HT BASE AGE; 
OUTPUT H; 
END; 
IF RECTY EQ ' 9 '  THEN DO; 
INPUT TRNO SP ST2 DAMG CC AZI DIS CR HT RC YRS HG; 
OUTPUT I; 
END; 
***END; 
**********************************************************; 
* * * SORT THE APPROPRIATE DATA SET TO BE USED*********; 
*********************************************************** 
PROC SORT DATA=A; BY FMU LOC PLTNO; 
PROC SORT DATA=B; BY FMU LOC PLTNO; 
PROC SORT DATA=C; BY FMU LOC PLTNO; 
PROC SORT DATA=D; BY FMU LOC PLTNO; 
PROC SORT DATA=E; BY FMU LOC PLTNO; 
PROC SORT DATA=F; BY FMU LOC PLTNO; 
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PROC SORT DATA=G; BY FMU LOC PLTNO; 
PROC SORT DATA=H; BY FMU LOC PLTNO TRNO; 
PROC SORT DATA=I; BY FMU LOC PLTNO TRNO; 
ft****************************************************' 
***RENAME VARIABLES FOR COMPARISON****************; 
A****************************************************' 
DATA DATA1A(KEEP=FMU LOC PLTNO RECTY DAY2 MON2 YEAR2 DAY 
MON YEAR); 
SET A; 
BY FMU LOC PLTNO; 
DAY2=DAY; MON2=MON; YEAR2=YEAR; RECTY = 'A'; 
*******************************************************; 
DATA DATA2B; 
SET H; 
BY FMU LOC PLTNO; 
SP2=SP; DAM2=DAMG; CC2=CC; AZI2=AZI; DIS2=DIS; DBH2=DBH; 
CR2=CR; HT2=HT; BASE2=BASE; AGE2=AGE; RECTY = 
************************************************************ 
DATA D4; 
SET B; 
RECTY = 'B'; 
******************************* 
DATA D5; 
SET D; 
RECTY = 'C'; 
******************************; 
DATA D6; 
SET E; 
RECTY = 'D'; 
******************************; 
DATA D7; 
SET F; 
RECTY = 'E'; 
******************************; 
DATA D8; 
SET G; 
RECTY = 'F'; 
******************************; 
DATA DATA3C; 
SET I; 
RECTY = 'HI' ; SP2=SP; DAM2=DAMG; CC2=CC; AZI2=AZI; 
DIS2=DIS; CR2=CR; HT2=HT; RC2=RC; YRS2=YRS; HG2=HG; 
***********************************************************; 
DATA D1(KEEP=FMU LOC PLTNO RECTY TWN RNG SEC MONl DAYl YEARl 
MON2 DAY2 YEAR2 SIZE ASP SLP ELEV TOPO TIMTYP HABTYP 
SOITYP PM GT DEC); 
MERGE DATA1A DATA1; 
BY FMU LOC PLTNO; 
*********************************************; 
DATA D9(KEEP=FMU LOC PLTNO RECTY TRNO SP1 SP2 ST1 ST2 DAM1 
DAM2 CC1 CC2 AZI1 AZI2 DIS1 DIS2 DBH1 DBH2 CR1 CR2 
HT1 HT2 BASE1 BASE2 AGE1 AGE2 BA1 BA2 CCF1 CCF2); 
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MERGE DATA2 DATA2B; 
BY FMU LOC PLTNO TRNO; 
' k ' k i c ' k ' k ' k ' k ' k ' k ' k ' k ' k i e i c i e i e ' k i c ' k i e i f k i f k i c i c ' k ' k ' k i e i c ' k ' k ' k i c ' k ' k ' k ' k ' k i e ' k ' k ' k ' k j  
DATA D10(KEEP=FMU LOC PLTNO RECTY TRNO SPl SP2 STl ST2 DAMl 
DAM2 CC1 CC2 AZI1 AZI2 DIS1 DIS2 CR1 CR2 HT1 HT2 
RC1 RC2 YRS1 YRS2 HG1 HG2); 
MERGE DATA3 DATA3C; 
BY FMU LOC PLTNO TRNO; 
ft**********************************************************' 
**MERGE DATA SETS INTO ONE LARGE DATA SET BY PLOT AND RECTY; 
************************************************************ 
DATA COMBO1; 
SET D1 D2 D3 D4 D5 D6 D7 D8 D9 D9A D10 Dll D12; 
BY FMU LOC PLTNO RECTY; 
DATA COMBO; 
SET COMBO1; 
FILE 'C:\DATA\CMBDAT.DAT'; 
IF RECTY = 'A' THEN DO; 
PUT FMU 1-2 LOC 3-4 PLTNO 5-6 RECTY $ 7 TWN 8-9 RNG 10-11 
SEC 12-13 MON1 14-15 DAY1 16-17 YEAR1 18-19 MON2 20-21 
DAY2 22-23 YEAR2 24-25 SIZE 26-29 .3 ASP 30-31 SLP 
32-33 ELEV 34-35 TOPO 36 TIMTYP $ 37-40 HABTYP 41-43 
SOITYP $ 44-47 PM 48 GT 49 DEC 50-51; 
END; 
IF RECTY = 'B' THEN DO; 
PUT FMU 1-2 LOC 3-4 PLTNO 5-6 RECTY $ 7 POB $ 9-75; 
END; 
IF RECTY = 'C' THEN DO; 
PUT FMU 1-2 LOC 3-4 PLTNO 5-6 RECTY $ 7 RSPl 9 RNOl 10-12 
RSP2 14 RN02 15-17 RSP3 19 RN03 20-22 RSP4 24 RN04 
25-27 RSP5 29 RN05 30-32 RSP6 34 RN06 35-37 RSP7 39 
RN07 40-42; 
END; 
IF RECTY = 'D' THEN DO; 
PUT FMU 1-2 LOC 3-4 PLTNO 5-6 RECTY $ 7 SPl 9 HT1 10-14 
AG1 15-17 SP2 18 HT2 19-23 AG2 24-26 SP3 27 HT3 28-32 
AG3 33-37; 
END; 
IF RECTY = 'E' THEN DO; 
PUT FMU 1-2 LOC 3-4 PLTNO 5-6 RECTY $ 7 TRNO 8-11 SP 13 
DBH 15-18 .1 AZI 20-22 DIS 24-27 .1; 
END; 
IF RECTY = 'F' THEN DO; 
PUT FMU 1-2 LOC 3-4 PLTNO 5-6 RECTY $ 7 SUBPLT 9 STRATA 11 
TOTCOV 13-15 TOTHT 17 GCOV 19-21 FCOV 23-25 SHCOV 
27-29; 
END; 
IF RECTY = 'G' THEN DO; 
PUT FMU 1-2 LOC 3-4 PLTNO 5-6 HUN 8-10 HYR 11-12 HBL 13-15 
AC1 16-17 MOl 18-19 YR1 20-21 AC2 22-23 M02 24-25 
YR2 26-27 SPl 28 HT1 29-31 AG1 32-34 DBH1 35-38 .1 
RADG1 39-40 RYR1 41 SP2 42 HT2 43-45 AG2 46-48 DBH2 
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49-52 .1 RADG2 53-54 RYR2 55 SP3 56 HT3 57-59 AG3 
60-62 DBH3 63-66 .1 RADG3 67-68 RYR3 69 RECTY $ 7; 
END; 
IF RECTY = 'H' THEN DO; 
PUT FMU 1-2 LOC 3-4 PLTNO 5-6 RECTY $ 7 RSPl 8 RNOl 9-11 
RSP2 12 RN02 13-15 RSP3 16 RN03 17-19 RSP4 20 RN04 
21-23 RSP5 24 RN05 25-27 RSP6 28 RN06 29-31 RSP7 32 
RN07 33-35 SDLT3 36-38 SD37 39-41 SD710 42-44 SDGT10 
45-47 STLT2 48-50 ST24 51-53 ST46 54-56 ST68 57-59 
ST810 60-62 ST1012 63-65 ST1214 66-68 ST1416 69-70 
ST1618 71-72 SBA2 73-79 .4; 
END; 
IF RECTY = 'I' THEN DO; 
PUT FMU 1-2 LOC 3-4 PLTNO 5-6 RECTY $ 7 TRNO 8-12 SP 13 
AZI 18-20 DIS 21-24 DSH 25-28 .1 SDBH 30-36 .4; 
END; 
IF RECTY = 'J' THEN DO; 
PUT FMU 1-2 LOC 3-4 PLTNO 5-6 RECTY $ 7 TRNO 8-10 SP 11 
DAM 12-14 CC 15 DBH 16-18 .1 HT 19-22 .1 CR 23-25 .2 
AGE 26-28 HTPT5 32-35 .1 HTTR 36-39 .1 RCMP 40-42 BAS 
73-75 PGC1 43 PGYR1 44 PGG1 45-47 PGC2 48 PGYR2 49 
PGG2 51-52 PGC3 53 PGYR3 54 PGG3 55-57 PGC4 58 PGYR4 
59 PGG4 60-62 PGC5 63 PGYR5 64 PGG5 65-67 BAC 70-72; 
END; 
IF RECTY = 'K' THEN DO; 
PUT FMU 1-2 LOC 3-4 PLTNO 5-6 RECTY $ 7 TRNO 9-12 SP 14 
DBH 16-19 .1 DBHCLA 20-21 BARK 22-24 PGC1 25 PGYR1 26 
PGG1 27-29 PGC2 30 PGYR2 31 PGG2 32-34 PGC3 35 PGYR3 
36 PGG3 37-39 PGC4 40 PGYR4 41 PGG4 42-44 PGC5 45 
PGYR5 46 PGG5 47-49 DSH 50-52 .1; 
END; 
IF RECTY = 'L' THEN DO; 
PUT FMU 1-2 LOC 3-4 PLTNO 5-6 RECTY $ 7 TRNO 8-11 SPl 12 
SP2 13 ST1 14 ST2 15 DAM1 16-18 DAM2 19-21 CC1 22 CC2 
23 AZI1 24-26 AZI2 27-29 DIS1 30-33 .1 DIS2 34-37 .1 
DBH1 38-41 .1 DBH2 42-45 .1 CR1 46-48 CR2 49-51 HT1 
52-54 .1 HT2 55-58 .1 BASEl 59-61 BASE2 62-64 AGE1 
65-67 AGE2 68-70 BA1 71-76 .5 BA2 77-82 .5 CCF1 83-88 
.5 CCF2 89-94 .5; 
END; 
IF RECTY = 'M' THEN DO; 
PUT FMU 1-2 LOC 3-4 PLTNO 5-6 RECTY $ 7 TRNO 8-11 SPl 12 
SP2 13 ST1 14 ST2 15 DAM1 16-18 DAM2 19-21 CC1 22 CC2 
23 AZI1 24-26 AZI2 27-29 DIS1 30-33 .1 DIS2 34-37 .1 
CR1 38-40 CR2 41-43 HT1 44-46 .1 HT2 47-49 .1 RC1 50 
RC2 51-52 YRS1 53 YRS2 54-55 HG1 56-59 HG2 60-63; 
END; 
RUN; 
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*********************************************************** 
*********************** PROGRAM TITLE *********************** 
******************!IiiiBAGRWTH2.SAS!!!!******************** 
*********************************************************** 
******************DESCRIPTION OF PROGRAM******************* 
*********************************************************** 
*THIS PROGRAM CALCULATES AND OUTPUTS A NUMBER OF PLOT AS 
*WELL AS ACRE LEVEL GROWTH INFORMATION BASED ON THE PLOT 
*LEVEL DATA COLLECTED DURING THE INITIAL AND REMEASUREMENT 
•PERIODS. BASAL AREA, CROWN COMPETITION FACTOR, MORTALITY, 
*AND INGROWTH ARE JUST SOME OF THE AREAS ADDRESSED BY THIS 
•PROGRAM. IT ALSO MERGES THE POINT SAMPLE RATIO (PSR) 
•INFORMATION INTO THE FINAL OUTPUT FILE: 'BAGRWTH.DAT' 
*********************************************************** 
*DATA A: PLOT LEVEL ATTRIBUTES THAT ARE CONSTANTS. 
* G: ORIGINAL RADIAL GROWTH INFORMATION. 
* L: COMBINED TREE DATA FROM BOTH MEASUREMENTS. 
*********************************************************** 
*THIS IS A PARTIAL LIST OF VARIABLES OUTPUTED BY THIS 
•PROGRAM AND PLACED IN THE FILE 'BAGRWTH.DAT' 
*********************************************************** 
•••FMU = FIELD MANAGEMENT UNIT; 
***LOC = LOCATION WITHIN FMU; 
***PLTNO = PLOT NUMBER; 
•••RECTY = RECORD TYPE; 
•••TWN = TOWNSHIP; 
•••RNG = RANGE; 
••*SEC = SECTION; 
•••YEAR1 = YEAR OF MEASUREMENT ONE; 
•••YEAR2 = YEAR OF MEASUREMENT TWO; 
•••SIZE = AREA OF PLOT IN ACRES; 
•••ASP = ASPECT; 
•**SLP = SLOPE IN DEGREES; 
•••ELEV = ELEVATION IN FEET; 
••*TOPO = TOPOGRAPHY; 
•••HABTYP = HABITAT TYPE; 
•••NUMT1 = NUMBER OF STEMS IN PLOT AT YEAR ONE; 
•••NUMT2 = NUMBER OF STEMS IN PLOT AT YEAR TWO; 
•••NUMPAC1 = NUMBER OF STEMS PER ACRE AT YEAR ONE; 
•••NUMPAC2 = NUMBER OF STEMS PER ACRE AT YEAR TWO; 
•••AVEDBH1 = AVERAGE PLOT DIAMETER BREAST HEIGHT YEAR ONE; 
•••AVEDBH2 = AVERAGE PLOT DIAMETER BREAST HEIGHT YEAR TWO; 
•••AVESDBH = AVERAGE PLOT SURVIVOR DBH; 
•••QMD1 = QUADRATIC MEAN DIAMETER YEAR ONE; 
•••QMD2 = QUADRATIC MEAN DIAMETER YEAR TWO; 
•••SVQMD = SURVIVOR QUADRATIC MEAN DIAMETER; 
•••YR = NUMBER OF YEARS BETWEEN MEASUREMENTS; 
•••PLTBA1 = PLOT BASAL AREA YEAR ONE; 
***PLTBA2 = PLOT BASAL AREA YEAR TWO; 
•••NETBA = DIFFERENCE IN BASAL AREA BETWEEN YEAR ONE & TWO; 
•••YRBAGR = YEARLY PLOT BASAL AREA GROWTH; 
•••NBAPAC = NET BASAL AREA GROWTH PER ACRE; 
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* * * YRBAPAC = YEARLY BASAL AREA GROWTH PER ACRE; 
***BA1PAC = BASAL AREA PER ACRE YEAR ONE; 
***BA2PAC = BASAL AREA PER ACRE YEAR TWO; 
***SVBA1 = SURVIVOR PLOT BASAL AREA YEAR ONE; 
***SVBA2 = SURVIVOR PLOT BASAL AREA YEAR TWO; 
***NETSVBA = NET PLOT SURVIVOR BASAL AREA; 
***NTSVBAC = NET SURVIVOR BASAL AREA PER ACRE; 
***SVBA1PAC = SURVIVOR BASAL AREA PER ACRE YEAR ONE; 
* * * SVBA2 PAC = SURVIVOR BASAL AREA PER ACRE YEAR TWO; 
***YRSVBA = YEARLY SURVIVOR BASAL AREA GROWTH; 
***YRSVBAC = YEARLY SURVIVOR BASAL AREA GROWTH PER ACRE; 
* * *MORTAL = NUMBER OF TREES DIED BETWEEN MEASUREMENTS; 
***PLTMBA1 = PLOT BASAL AREA MORTALITY; 
***MBA1PAC = BASAL AREA MORTALITY PER ACRE; 
***INGRWTH = NUMBER OF NEW PLOT TREES GREATER THAN 4.5 FEET; 
***PLTRBA2 = PLOT BASAL AREA IN NEW TREES; 
***RBA2PAC = BASAL AREA PER ACRE OF NEW TREES; 
***PLTCCF1 = CROWN COMPETITION FACTOR AT YEAR ONE; 
***PLTCCF2 = CROWN COMPETITION FACTOR AT YEAR TWO; 
***SRVCCF = SURVIVOR CROWN COMPETITON FACTOR; 
***SISP1 = SITE INDEX SPECIES CODE ONE; 
***SISP2 = SITE INDEX SPECIES CODE TWO; 
***SISP3 = SITE INDEX SPECIES CODE THREE; 
***SI1 = SITE INDEX ONE; 
***SI2 = SITE INDEX TWO; 
***SI3 = SITE INDEX THREE; 
***PSR = POINT SAMPLE RATIO; 
***********************************************************; 
***********************************************************; 
OPTIONS PAGESIZE=60; 
***IDENTIFY DATA FILE AND VARIABLES TO BE INCLUDED*********; 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ;  
FILENAME COMBO 'C:\DATA\CMBDAT.DAT'; 
DATA A(KEEP=FMU LOC PLTNO RECTY TWN RNG SEC MON1 YEAR1 MON2 
YEAR2 SIZE ASP SLP ELEV TOPO TIMTYP HABTYP SOITYP) 
G(KEEP=FMU LOC PLTNO RECTY SP1 HT1 AG1 DBH1 RADG1 RYR1 
SP2 HT2 AG2 DBH2 RADG2 RYR2 SP3 HT3 AG3 DBH3 RADG3 
RYR3) 
L(KEEP=FMU LOC PLTNO RECTY TRNO SP1 SP2 ST1 ST2 DAM1 
DAM2 CC1 CC2 DBH1 DBH2 CR1 CR2 HT1 HT2 AGE1 AGE2); 
*******COLUMN FORMAT OF THE DATA SET**********,' 
INFILE COMBO MISSOVER; 
**HOLD POINTER ON THE APPROPRIATE COLUMN TO PROCESS DATA***; 
INPUT RECTY $7 0; 
IF RECTY = 'A' THEN DO; 
INPUT FMU 1-2 LOC 3-4 PLTNO 5-6 RECTY $ 7 TWN 8-9 RNG 10-11 
SEC 12-13 DAY1 14-15 MON1 16-17 YEAR1 18-19 MON2 20-21 
DAY2 22-23 YEAR2 24-25 SIZE 26-29 .3 ASP 30-31 SLP 
32-33 ELEV 34-35 TOPO 36 TIMTYP $ 37-40 HABTYP 41-43 
SOITYP $ 44-47 PM 48 GT 49 DEC 50-51; 
OUTPUT A; 
END; 
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IF RECTY = 'G' THEN DO; 
INPUT FMU 1-2 LOC 3-4 PLTNO 5-6 HUN 8-10 HYR 11-12 HBL 13-15 
AC1 16-17 MOl 18-19 YR1 20-21 AC2 22-23 M02 24-25 
YR2 26-27 SP1 28 HT1 29-31 AG1 32-34 DBH1 35-38 .1 
RADG1 39-40 RYR1 41 SP2 42 HT2 43-45 AG2 46-48 DBH2 
49-52 .1 RADG2 53-54 RYR2 55 SP3 56 HT3 57-59 AG3 
60-62 DBH3 63-66 .1 RADG3 67-68 RYR3 69 RECTY $ 7; 
OUTPUT G; 
END; 
IF RECTY = 'L' THEN DO; 
INPUT FMU 1-2 LOC 3-4 PLTNO 5-6 RECTY $ 7 TRNO 8-11 SP1 12 
SP2 13 ST1 14 ST2 15 DAM1 16-18 DAM2 19-21 CC1 22 CC2 
23 AZI1 24-26 AZI2 27-29 DIS1 30-33 .1 DIS2 34-37 .1 
DBH1 38-41 .1 DBH2 42-45 .1 CR1 46-48 CR2 49-51 HT1 
52-54 .1 HT2 55-58 .1 BASE1 59-61 BASE2 62-64 AGE1 
65-67 AGE2 68-70 BA1 71-76 .5 BA2 77-82 .5 CCF1 83-88 
.5 CCF2 89-94 .5; 
OUTPUT L; 
END; 
PROC SORT DATA=A; BY FMU LOC PLTNO; 
PROC SORT DATA=G; BY FMU LOC PLTNO; 
PROC SORT DATA=L; BY FMU LOC PLTNO; 
***********************************************************; 
***DETERMINE A COUNT OF TREES ON THE PLOT AND ON A PER ACRE 
***BASIS AT TIME ONE AND TIME TWO; 
***********************************************************; 
DATA INDIV(KEEP=FMU LOC PLTNO SIZE NMTl NMPACl NMT2 NMPAC2); 
MERGE L A; 
BY FMU LOC PLTNO; 
DO; 
IF ST1 = 0 OR ST1 = 8 THEN DO; 
IND = N(TRNO); 
SUMIND + IND; 
END; 
NMTl = SUMIND; 
NMPACl = NMTl/SIZE; NMPACl = ROUND(NMPACl); 
IF ST2 = 0 OR ST2 = 3 OR ST2 = 8 THEN DO; 
INDB = N(TRNO); 
SUMINDB + INDB; 
END; 
NMT2 = SUMINDB; 
NMPAC2 = NMT2/SIZE; NMPAC2 = ROUND(NMPAC2); 
IF LAST.PLTNO THEN DO; 
OUTPUT; 
SUMIND=0; SUMINDB=0; 
END; 
END; 
***MERGE DATA SETS TOGETHER AND CHANGE VARIABLES***********; 
***********************************************************; 
DATA BAGRTH; 
MERGE L INDIV; 
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BY FMU LOC PLTNO; 
NUMT1=NMT1; NUMPAC1=NMPAC1; NUMT2=NMT2; NUMPAC2=NMPAC2; 
A * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * '  
***CALC. THE DIAMETER INSIDE BARK (DIB) AT BREAST HEIGHT***; 
A * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * '  
IF SP2 = 1 THEN DO; 
DIB1 = 0606+.809*DBHl; DIB2 = 0606+.809*DBH2; 
END; 
IF SP2=2 OR SP2=4 OR SP2=6 OR SP2=7 OR SP2=8 OR SP2=9 THEN 
DO; 
DIB1 = -.0656+.884*DBH1; DIB2 = -.0656+.884*DBH2; 
END; 
IF SP2 = 3 THEN DO; 
DIB1 = .1415+.824*DBH1; DIB2 = .1415+.824*DBH2; 
END; 
IF SP2 = 5 OR SP2 = 0 THEN DO; 
DIB1 = 0949+.944*DBH1; DIB2 = -.0949+.944*DBH2; 
END; 
IF DBH1 = . THEN DIB1 = 0; 
IF DBH2 = . THEN DIB2 = 0; 
***********************************************************; 
***CALCULATE BASAL AREA INSIDE BARK FOR EACH TREE******; 
************************************************************ 
IBA1 = .005454*DIB1**2; IBA2 = .005454*DIB2**2; 
IBA1 = ROUND(IBA1,.00001) ; IBA2 = ROUND(IBA2,.00001); 
************************************************************ 
* * * CALCULATE THE CROWN COMPETITION FACTOR (CCF) FOR THE; 
* * * SURVIVING TREES ON A PLOT AND PER ACRE BASIS; 
***FORMULA TAKEN FROM PROGNOSIS MANUAL, PP. 49-50; 
***********************************************************; 
PROB1 = 1/SIZE; 
PROB2 = 1/SIZE; 
IF PROB1 = . THEN PROB1 = 0; 
IF PROB2 = . THEN PROB2 = 0; 
IF SP1 = 1 OR SP2 = 1 THEN DO; 
IF DBH1 GE 10.0 THEN 
CCF1=PR0B1*(.03+.0189*DBH1+.00281*DBH1**2); 
ELSE IF DBH1 LT 10.0 THEN CCF1 = 
PROB1*.00781*DBH1**1.7680; 
ELSE CCF1 = 0; 
IF DBH2 GE 10.0 THEN 
CCF2=PROB2*(.03+.0189*DBH2+.00281*DBH2**2); 
ELSE IF DBH2 LT 10.0 THEN CCF2 = 
PROB2*.00781*DBH2**1.7680; 
ELSE CCF2 = 0; 
END; 
IF SP1 = 2 OR SP2 = 2 THEN DO; 
IF DBH1 GE 10.0 THEN 
CCFl=PROB1*(.11+.0333*DBH1+.00259*DBH1**2); 
ELSE IF DBH1 LT 10.0 THEN CCF1 = 
PROB1*.01730*DBH1**1.5571; 
ELSE CCF1 = 0; 
IF DBH2 GE 10.0 THEN 
CCF2=PROB2*(.11+.0333*DBH2+.00259*DBH2**2) 
ELSE IF DBH2 LT 10.0 THEN CCF2 = 
PROB2*.01730*DBH2**1.5571; 
ELSE CCF2 = 0; 
END; 
IF SP1 = 3 OR SP2 = 3 THEN DO; 
IF DBH1 GE 10.0 THEN 
CCFl=PROB1*(.02+.0148*DBH1+.003 38*DBH1**2) 
ELSE IF DBH1 LT 10.0 THEN CCF1 = 
PROB1*.00724*DBH1**1.8182; 
ELSE CCF1 = 0; 
IF DBH2 GE 10.0 THEN 
CCF2=PROB2*(.02+.0148*DBH2+.00338*DBH2**2) 
ELSE IF DBH2 LT 10.0 THEN CCF2 = 
PROB2*.00724*DBH2**1.8182; 
ELSE CCF2 = 0; 
END; 
IF SP1 = 4 OR SP2 = 4 THEN DO; 
IF DBH1 GE 10.0 THEN 
CCFl=PROB1*(.03+.0173*DBH1+.00259*DBH1**2) 
ELSE IF DBH1 LT 10.0 THEN CCF1 = 
PROB1*.00788*DBH1**1.73 60; 
ELSE CCF1 = 0; 
IF DBH2 GE 10.0 THEN 
CCF2=PROB2*(.03+.0173*DBH2+.00259*DBH2**2) 
ELSE IF DBH2 LT 10.0 THEN CCF2 = 
PROB2*.00788*DBH2**1.7360; 
ELSE CCF2 = 0; 
END; 
IF SP1 = 5 OR SP2 = 5 THEN DO; 
IF DBH1 GE 10.0 THEN 
CCF1=PR0B1*(.02+.0168*DBH1+.00325*DBH1**2) 
ELSE IF DBH1 LT 10.0 THEN CCF1 = 
PROBl*.00919*DBH1**1.7600; 
ELSE CCF1 = 0; 
IF DBH2 GE 10.0 THEN 
CCF2=PROB2*(.02+.0168*DBH2+.00325*DBH2**2) 
ELSE IF DBH2 LT 10.0 THEN CCF2 = 
PROB2*.00919*DBH2**1.7600; 
ELSE CCF2 = 0; 
END; 
IF SP1 = 6 OR SP2 = 6 THEN DO; 
IF DBH1 GE 10.0 THEN 
CCF1=PR0B1*(.03+.0216*DBH1+.00405*DBH1**2) 
ELSE IF DBH1 LT 10.0 THEN CCF1 = 
PROBl*.01140*DBH1**1.7560; 
ELSE CCF1 = 0; 
IF DBH2 GE 10.0 THEN 
CCF2=PROB2*(.03+.0216*DBH2+.00405*DBH2**2) 
ELSE IF DBH2 LT 10.0 THEN CCF2 = 
PROB2 *.01140*DBH2**1.7560; 
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ELSE CCF2 = 0; 
END; 
IF SP1 = 7 OR SP2 = 7 THEN DO; 
IF DBH1 GE 10.0 THEN 
CCF1=PR0B1*(.03+.0167*DBH1+.00230*DBH1**2); 
ELSE IF DBH1 LT 10.0 THEN CCF1 = 
PROB1*.00988*DBH1**1.6667; 
ELSE CCF1 = 0; 
IF DBH2 GE 10.0 THEN 
CCF2=PROB2*(.03+.0167*DBH2+.00230*DBH2**2); 
ELSE IF DBH2 LT 10.0 THEN CCF2 = 
PROB2*.00988*DBH2**1.6667; 
ELSE CCF2 = 0; 
END; 
IF SP1 = 8 OR SP2 = 8 THEN DO; 
IF DBH1 GE 10.0 THEN 
CCF1=PR0B1*(.03+.0238*DBH1+.00490*DBH1**2); 
ELSE IF DBH1 LT 10.0 THEN CCF1 = 
PROB1*.00892*DBH1**1.7800; 
ELSE CCF1 = 0; 
IF DBH2 GE 10.0 THEN 
CCF2=PROB2 *(.03+.0238*DBH2+.00490*DBH2**2) ; 
ELSE IF DBH2 LT 10.0 THEN CCF2 = 
PROB2*.00892*DBH2**1.7800; 
ELSE CCF2 = 0; 
END; 
IF SP1 = 9 OR SP2 = 9 THEN DO; 
IF DBH1 GE 10.0 THEN 
CCF1=PR0B1*(.03+.0215*DBH1+.00363*DBH1**2); 
ELSE IF DBH1 LT 10.0 THEN CCF1 = 
PROB1*.01111*DBH1**1.7250 ; 
ELSE CCF1 = 0; 
IF DBH2 GE 10.0 THEN 
CCF2=PROB2*(.03+.0215*DBH2+.00363*DBH2**2); 
ELSE IF DBH2 LT 10.0 THEN CCF2 = 
PROB2*.01111*DBH2**1.7250; 
ELSE CCF2 = 0; 
END; 
IF SP1 = 0 OR SP2 = 0 THEN CCF1 = 0; 
IF SP1 = 0 OR SP2 = 0 THEN CCF2 = 0; 
IF CCF1 = . THEN CCF1 =0; IF CCF2 = . THEN CCF2 = 0; 
CCF1 = ROUND(CCF1,.00001); CCF2 = ROUND(CCF2,.00001); 
***CCF1 = CCF AT TIME ONE, CCF2 = CCF AT TIME TWO; 
***PROC PRINT; 
***********************************************************; 
* * * CALCULATE BASAL AREA GROWTH FOR PLOT, YEARLY, AND ACRE; 
***********************************************************; 
DATA MERGl; 
MERGE A BAGRTH; 
BY FMU LOC PLTNO; 
IF YEAR2 = . THEN YEAR2 = 90; 
PROC SORT DATA = MERGl; 
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BY FMU LOC PLTNO; 
DATA TOTBA(KEEP=FMU LOC PLTNO RECTY TWN RNG SEC YEARl YEAR2 
SIZE ASP SLP ELEV TOPO HABTYP PLTBA1 PLTBA2 YR AVEDBH1 
AVEDBH2 NETBA YRBAGR NBAPAC YRBAPAC BA1PAC BA2PAC 
PLTCCF1 PLTCCF2 SRVCCF MORTAL PLTMBA1 MBA1PAC SVBA1 
SVBA2 NETSVBA NTSVBAC INGRWTH PLTRBA2 RBA2PAC NUMT1 
NUMT2 NUMPAC1 NUMPAC2 SVBA1PAC SVBA2PAC YRSVBA YRSVBAC 
AVESDBH QMD1 QMD2 SVQMD); 
SET MERG1; 
BY FMU LOC PLTNO; 
ft**********************************************************' 
DO; 
***DETERMINE YEARS OF GROWTH FOR THE PLOTS; 
IF MON1 GT 8 THEN YEARl = YEARl + 1; 
IF MON2 LT 7 THEN YEAR2 = YEAR2 - 1; 
YR = YEAR2 - YEARl; 
ft**********************************************************' 
* * *DETERMINE THE AVERAGE DBH OF EACH PLOT AT TIME ONE, TIME; 
***TWO, AND SURVIVORS SO PLOT DBH CLASSES CAN BE FORMULATED; 
***********************************************************j 
IF ST1=0 OR ST1=8 THEN DO; 
SUMDBH1 + DBH1; P = N(TRNO); SUMP + P; 
DSQ1=DBH1**2; SUMDSQ1 + DSQ1; 
END; PP = SUMP; 
IF PP = 0 THEN PP = 1; 
TOTDBHl=SUMDBHl; AVEDBH1=T0TDBH1/PP; 
AVEDBHl=ROUND(AVEDBH1,.1); 
TOTDSQl=SUMDSQl; QMD1 = SQRT(TOTDSQ1/PP); 
QMDl=ROUND(QMD1,. 1) ; 
IF ST2=0 OR ST2=3 OR ST2=8 THEN DO; 
SUMDBH2 + DBH2; Q = N(TRNO); SUMQ + Q; 
DSQ2=DBH2**2; SUMDSQ2 + DSQ2; 
END; QQ = SUMQ; 
IF QQ = 0 THEN QQ = 1; 
TOTDBH2=SUMDBH2; AVEDBH2=TOTDBH2/QQ; 
AVEDBH2 =ROUND(AVEDBH2,.1) ; 
TOTDSQ2=SUMDSQ2; QMD2 = SQRT(TOTDSQ2/QQ); 
QMD2=ROUND(QMD2,.1); 
IF ST2=0 OR ST2=8 THEN DO; 
SUMSDBH + DBH1; R = N(TRNO); SUMR + R; 
DSQ3=DBH1**2; SUMDSQ3 + DSQ3; 
END; RR = SUMR; 
IF RR = 0 THEN RR = 1; 
TOTSDBH=SUMSDBH; AVESDBH=TOTSDBH/RR; 
AVESDBH=ROUND(AVESDBH,.1); 
TOTDSQ3=SUMDSQ3; SVQMD = SQRT(TOTDSQ3/RR); 
SVQMD=ROUND(SVQMD,.1); 
***********************************************************j 
* * *CALCULATE BASAL AREA GROWTH INFORMATION FOR THE PLOT ON; 
***THE SURVIVING TREES, ON A PER ACRE AND YEARLY BASIS; 
***********************************************************• 
SUMIBA1 + IBA1; SUMIBA2 + IBA2; 
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PLTBA1 = SUMIBA1; PLTBA2 = SUMIBA2; 
NETBA = PLTBA2 - PLTBA1; 
YRBAGR = NETBA/YR; YRBAGR = ROUND(YRBAGR,.00001); 
NBAPAC = NETBA/SIZE; NBAPAC = ROUND(NBAPAC,.00001); 
YRBAPAC = YRBAGR/SIZE; YRBAPAC = ROUND(YRBAPAC,.00001); 
BA1PAC = PLTBA1/SIZE; BA2PAC = PLTBA2/SIZE; 
BA1PAC = ROUND(BA1PAC,.00001); BA2PAC = 
ROUND(BA2PAC,.00001); 
IF ST2 = 0 OR ST2 = 8 THEN DO; 
SBA1 = IBA1; SUMSBA1 + SBA1; 
SBA2 = IBA2; SUMSBA2 + SBA2; 
END; 
SVBA1 = SUMSBA1; SVBA2 = SUMSBA2; 
NETSVBA = SVBA2 - SVBA1; NTSVBAC = NETSVBA/SIZE; 
SVBA1PAC = SVBA1/SIZE; SVBA2PAC = SVBA2/SIZE; 
YRSVBA = NETSVBA/YR; YRSVBAC = YRSVBA/SIZE; 
NTSVBAC = ROUND(NTSVBAC,.00001); 
SVBA1PAC = ROUND(SVBA1PAC,.00001); 
SVBA2PAC = ROUND(SVBA2PAC,.00001); 
YRSVBA = ROUND(YRSVBA,.00001); 
YRSVBAC = ROUND(YRSVBAC,.00001); 
************************************************************ 
***DETERMINE THE NUMBER OF TREES THAT DIED DURING THE; 
•••MEASUREMENT PERIOD AND THE AMOUNT OF BASAL AREA THEY; 
•••ACCOUNTED FOR; 
A * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * '  
IF ST2 = 2 THEN DO; 
MORT = N(TRNO); 
SUMMORT + MORT; 
MBA1 = IBA1; 
SUMMBA1 + MBA1; 
END; 
MORTAL = SUMMORT; 
PLTMBA1 = SUMMBAl; 
MBA1PAC = PLTMBA1/SIZE; MBA1PAC = ROUND(MBA1PAC,.00001); 
***********************************************************; 
***DETERMINE THE NUMBER OF INGROWTH TREES THAT THAT GREW TO; 
•••4.5 FT. HIGH OR MORE, AND THE AMOUNT OF BASAL AREA THEY; 
•••ACCOUNTED FOR; 
************************************************************ 
IF ST2 = 3 THEN DO; 
INGR = N(TRNO); 
SUMINGR + INGR; 
RBA2 = IBA2; 
SUMRBA2 + RBA2; 
END; 
INGRWTH = SUMINGR; 
PLTRBA2 = SUMRBA2; 
RBA2PAC = PLTRBA2/SIZE; RBA2PAC = ROUND(RBA2PAC,.00001); 
***********************************************************; 
•DETERMINE PLOT AND SURVIVOR CROWN COMPETITION FACTORS(CCF); 
***********************************************************; 
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SUMCCF1 + CCF1; SUMCCF2 + CCF2; 
PLTCCF1 = SUMCCF1; PLTCCF2 = SUMCCF2; 
IF ST2 = 0 OR ST2 = 8 THEN DO; 
SCCF = CCF1; SUMSCCF + SCCF; 
END; 
SRVCCF = SUMSCCF; 
IF LAST.PLTNO THEN DO; 
OUTPUT; 
SUMSBA2=0; SUMIBA1=0; SUMIBA2=0; SUMCCF1=0; SUMCCF2=0; 
SUMMORT=0; SUMMBA1=0; SUMINGR=0; SUMRBA2=0; SUMSCCF=0; 
SUMSBA1=0; 
SUMP=0; SUMQ=0; SUMR=0; SUMDBH1=0; SUMDBH2=0; SUMSDBH=0; 
SUMDSQ1=0; SUMDSQ2=0; SUMDSQ3=0; 
END; 
END; 
***PROC PRINT; 
***********************************************************; 
********** CALCULATE SITE INDEX BY PLOT *************; 
***********************************************************• 
PROC SORT DATA=G; BY FMU LOC PLTNO; 
DATA SITE(KEEP=FMU LOC PLTNO SISP1-SISP3 SI1-SI3); 
SET G; 
SISP1 = SP1; SISP2 = SP2; SISP3 = SP3; 
ARRAY SISP(I) SISP1-SISP3; 
ARRAY HT(I) HT1-HT3; 
ARRAY AG(I) AG1-AG3; 
ARRAY SI(I) SI1-SI3; 
DO 1=1 TO 3; 
IF SISP=. THEN GO TO NEXT; 
IF SISP=1 THEN 
SI=59.6+(4.787+.01254*AG-1.141*LOG(AG)+ 
11.44/AG**2)*(HT-4.5-121.4*(1-EXP(-.01756*AG)) 
**1.483); 
IF SISP=2 THEN 
SI=57.3+(7.06+.02275*AG-1.858*LOG(AG)+ 
5.496/AG**2)*(HT-4.5-114.6*(1-EXP(-.01462*AG)) 
**1.179); 
IF SISP=3 THEN 
SI=69.0+(-.8010+17.06/AG+.4268*LOG(AG)-
.00009635*AG**2)*(HT-4.5-127.8*(1-EXP(-.01655*AG)) 
**1.196); 
IF SISP=5 THEN 
SI=59.6+(1.055-.006344*AG+14.82/AG-
5.212/AG**2)*(HT-4.5-96.93*(1-EXP(-.01955*AG)) 
**1.216); 
NEXT:END; 
SI1 = ROUND(SI1,.001); SI2 = ROUND(SI2,.001); 
SI3 = ROUND(SI3,.001); 
***PROC PRINT; 
DATA TOTAL; 
MERGE TOTBA SITE; 
BY FMU LOC PLTNO; 
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***PROC PRINT; 
A**********************************************************' 
***BRING IN DATA SET CONTAINING TREE DISTRIBUTION RATIOS***; 
A * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * '  
FILENAME RATIO 'C:\DATA\RATIOS.DAT'; 
DATA B(KEEP=FMU LOC PLTNO PSR); 
INFILE RATIO MISSOVER; 
INPUT FMU LOC PLTNO PSR; 
PROC SORT DATA = B; 
BY FMU LOC PLTNO; 
* * *MERGE RATIO DATA WITH GROWTH CALCULATIONS; 
************************************************************ 
DATA TOTAL2; 
MERGE TOTAL B; 
BY FMU LOC PLTNO; 
***PROC PRINT; 
***********************************************************; 
***PLACE GROWTH CALCULATIONS INTO AN OUTSIDE DATA SET. ; 
***********************************************************; 
DATA FINAL; 
SET TOTAL2; 
FILE 'C:\DATA\BAGRWTH.DAT' LRECL = 350; 
PUT FMU LOC PLTNO RECTY $ TWN RNG SEC YEARl YEAR2 SIZE ASP 
SLP ELEV TOPO HABTYP NUMT1 NUMPAC1 NUMT2 NUMPAC2 
AVEDBHl QMDl AVEDBH2 QMD2 AVESDBH SVQMD YR PLTBAl 
PLTBA2 NETBA YRBAGR NBAPAC YRBAPAC BA1PAC BA2PAC SVBA1 
SVBA2 NETSVBA NTSVBAC SVBA1PAC SVBA2PAC YRSVBA YRSVBAC 
MORTAL PLTMBA1 MBA1PAC INGRWTH PLTRBA2 RBA2PAC PLTCCF1 
PLTCCF2 SRVCCF SISP1 SISP2 SISP3 SI1 SI2 SI3 PSR; 
RUN; 
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*********************** PROGRAM TITLE ***********************; 
*********************************************************** • 
******************I J J I1INDEXPSR.SAS!!!!!*******************; 
A * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * '  
******************DESCRIPTION OF PROGRAM*******************; 
A * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * '  
*THIS PROGRAM CALCULATES A POINT SAMPLE RATIO(PSR) FOR THE ; 
*CHOSEN PLOT BASED ON FIFTY SAMPLE POINTS RANDOMLY PLACED ; 
*WITHIN PLOT BOUNDRIES. UNLIKE THE PROGRAM INDEXC.SAS, THIS; 
•PROGRAM DOES NOT CALCULATE PIELOU'S INDEX AND GREIG-SMITH ; 
*RATIO. THE MIRAGE METHOD IS USED TO REDUCE THE EFFECT OF ; 
*EDGE BIAS. 
***********************************************************; 
***CALL IN PLOT DATA FROM THE SPECIFIED FILE***************; 
***********************************************************; 
OPTIONS PAGESIZE = 60; 
OPTIONS MISSING = '.'; 
FILENAME GSRPI 'C:\DATA\XYR0T85\R0112.DAT'; 
DATA PLOT(KEEP=FMU LOC PLTNO SIZE TRNO X Y DBH PAF); 
INFILE GSRPI MISSOVER; 
INPUT FMU LOC PLTNO RECTY TWN RNG SEC YEAR SIZE ASP SLP 
ELEV TOPO TIMTYP $ HABTYP TRNO SP ST DAM CC AZI DIS 
DBH CR HT AGE CS HD X Y BA CCF PAF; 
PROC SORT DATA = PLOT; 
BY TRNO; 
***********************************************************; 
*LIST OF SOME IMPORTANT VARIABLES USED OR CREATED; 
***********************************************************; 
***FMU = FIELD MANAGEMENT UNIT; 
***LOC = PLOT LOCATION CODE; 
***PLTNO = PLOT NUMBER; 
***RECTY = RECORD TYPE CODE; 
***SIZE = PLOT SIZE IN ACRES; 
***TWN = TOWNSHIP; 
***RNG = RANGE; 
***SEC = SECTION NUMBER; 
***YEAR = YEAR OF PLOT MEASUREMENT; 
***ASP = ASPECT IN DEGREES; 
***SLP = PLOT SLOPE IN DEGREES; 
***ELEV = PLOT ELEVATION IN FEET; 
***TOPO = TOPOGRAPHY CODE; 
***TIMTYP = TIMBER TYPE CODE; 
***HABTYP = HABITAT CODE; 
***TRNO = TREE NUMBER; 
***SP = TREE SPECIES CODE; 
***ST = TREE STATUS CODE; 
***DAM = TREE DAMAGE CODE; 
***CC = TREE CROWN CLASS CODE; 
***AZI = AZIMUTH FROM PLOT CENTER TO INDIVIDUAL TREE; 
***DIS = SLOPE DISTANCE FROM PLOT CENTER TO INDIVIDUAL TREE; 
***DBH = TREE DIAMETER BREAST HEIGHT; 
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***CR = TREE CROWN RATIO AS A PERCENT; 
***HT = HEIGHT OF SELECTED TREES IN FEET; 
* * *AGE = AGE IN YEARS OF SELECTED TREES; 
***CS = CORRECTED SLOPE; 
***HD = HORIZONTAL DISTANCE FROM PLOT CENTER TO A TREE; 
***X = X-AXIS COORDINATE OF A TREE; 
***Y = Y-AXIS COORDINATE OF A TREE; 
***BA = BASAL AREA OF A TREE IN FTA2; 
***CCF = CROWN COMPETITION FACTOR; 
***PAF = PLOT AREA FACTOR; 
***XP = X-AXIS COORDINATE OF A SAMPLE POINT; 
***YP = Y-AXIS COORDINATE OF A SAMPLE POINT; 
***DIST = DISTANCE OF TREES FROM THE RANDOM SAMPLE POINTS; 
***PRF = PLOT RADIUS OF EACH TREE BASED ON BAF AND DBH; 
FT**********************************************************; 
************************************************************ 
•GENERATE 50 RANDOM PAIRS OF RANDOM NUMBERS FROM UNIFORM; 
•DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION; 
***********************************************************; 
DATA RANDOM(KEEP=FMU LOC PLTNO X Y XP1-XP50 YP1-YP50); 
SET PLOT; BY PLTNO TRNO; 
ARRAY XP(50) XP1-XP50; ARRAY U(50) U1-U50; 
ARRAY YP(50) YP1-YP50; ARRAY V(50) V1-V50; 
DO I = 1 TO 50; J=I; K=I; L=I; 
U(K)=RANUNI(0)*1000; U(K)=ROUND(U(K)); U(K)=(-1)**U(K); 
V(L)=RANUNI(0)*1000; V(L)=ROUND(V(L)); V(L)=(-1)**V(L); 
XP(I) = RANUNI(O)*PAF*U(K); XP(I) = ROUND(XP(I),.1); 
YP(J) = RANUNI(O)*PAF*V(L); YP(J) = ROUND(YP(J),.1); 
END; 
IF FIRST.PLTNO THEN OUTPUT RANDOM; 
***PROC PRINT; 
***********************************************************; 
•CREATE NEW DATA SET , BRING IN OLD ONE; 
***********************************************************• 
DATA POINTS(KEEP=FMU LOC PLTNO SIZE TRNO DBH X Y PAF 
BAF PRF DIST1-DIST50 XP1-XP50 YP1-YP50); 
MERGE PLOT RANDOM; 
BY PLTNO; 
************************************************************ 
*CALC DIST OF TREES FROM EACH RANDOM PT.; 
***********************************************************; 
ARRAY DIST(50) DIST1-DIST50; 
ARRAY XX(50) XP1-XP50; ARRAY YY(50) YP1-YP50; 
DO I = 1 TO 50; J=I; K=I; 
DIST (I) = SQRT (( (XX (J) -X) **2) + ( (YY (K) - Y) **2) ) ; 
DIST(I) = ROUND(DIST(I),.1); 
END; 
***********************************************************; 
•CALCULATE THE PLOT RADIUS FACTOR(PRF) FOR TREES ON PLOT ; 
*BASED ON THE BASAL AREA FACTOR(BAF) CHOSEN BELOW. ; 
***********************************************************; 
***CHOOSE THE DESIRED BAF; 
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BAF = 10; 
A**********************************************************' 
•CALCULATE THE PRF FOR EACH TREE ON THE PLOT; 
***********************************************************• 
IF BAF EQ 5 THEN PRF=3.889*DBH; 
IF BAF EQ 10 THEN PRF=2.750*DBH; 
IF BAF EQ 15 THEN PRF=2.245*DBH; 
IF BAF EQ 20 THEN PRF=1.944*DBH; 
IF BAF EQ 25 THEN PRF=1.739*DBH; 
IF BAF EQ 30 THEN PRF=1.588*DBH; 
IF BAF EQ 40 THEN PRF=1.375*DBH; 
IF BAF EQ 50 THEN PRF=1.230*DBH; 
IF BAF EQ 60 THEN PRF=1.123*DBH; 
IF BAF EQ 70 THEN PRF=1.039*DBH; 
IF BAF EQ 80 THEN PRF=0.972*DBH; 
************************************************************ 
PRF = ROUND(PRF, . 1) ; 
***PROC PRINT; 
***********************************************************; 
•CALCULATE THE POINT SAMPLE RATIO USING VARIABLE RADIUS ; 
•PLOTS DERIVED FROM THE BASAL AREA FACTOR USED TO SAMPLE ; 
•THE PLOT. THE MIRAGE METHOD WILL BE USED IN THIS PART OF ; 
•THE PROGRAM TO DEAL WITH THE PROBLEM OF EDGE BIAS. ; 
***********************************************************; 
•REMEMBER i! YOU NEED TO CHOOSE THE APPROPRIATE BAF PRIOR ; 
•TO RUNNING PROGRAM; 
***********************************************************; 
DATA MIRAGE(KEEP=FMU LOC PLTNO SIZE TRNO PAF PRF BAF 
SUMT1-SUMT50 SUMP1-SUMP50 SUMQ1-SUMQ50 
SUMR1-SUMR50); 
SET POINTS; BY PLTNO; 
***********************************************************; 
•CALCULATE THE DISTANCE TO THE MIRAGE POINTS FROM THE PLOT ; 
•BOUNDARIES AND CORNERS, DETERMINE THE MIRAGE POINT'S X,Y ; 
•COORDINATES, AND CALCULATE THE DISTANCE FROM EACH TREE ; 
•POSITION TO THE MIRAGE POINTS.; 
***********************************************************; 
•THIS IS DONE BY CHECKING EACH OF THE TEN RANDOM POINTS TO ; 
•DETERMINE WHICH QUADRANT THE RANDOM POINT RESIDES IN, AND ; 
•THEN DETERMINES THE X-ORTHOGONAL, Y-ORTHOGONAL, AND THE ; 
•CORNER MIRAGE POINTS TO THE RANDOM POINT. THE DISTANCE TO; 
•EACH TREE IS THEN CALCULATED AND COMPARED TO THE LIMITING ; 
•DISTANCE OF THE TREE-PLOT RADIUS OF THE MIRAGE POINT TO ; 
•DETERMINE IF THE POINT IS WITHIN THE TREE'S PLOT RADIUS. ; 
•IF SO, THE TREE IS TALLIED, AND IF NOT, IGNORED. ; 
***********************************************************; 
* * * * *GENERAL KEY TO THE VARIABLES USED IN THE PROGRAM••*•*•; 
***********************************************************; 
•••BDXi: X-ORTHOG. DIST. FROM XI TO THE PLOT BORDER; 
•••MIYi: X-ORTHOG. MIRAGED Y1 COORDINATE; 
•••MIXi: X-ORTHOG. MIRAGED XI COORD.; 
•••MDAi: DIST. FROM X-ORTHOG. MIRAGED PT. TO PLOT TREES; 
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***BDYi 
***M2Xi 
***M2Yi 
***MDBi 
***M3Xi 
***M3Yi 
***MDCi 
***SUMT 
***SUMP 
***SUMQ 
***SUMR 
***TOTi 
Y-ORTHOG. DIST. FROM 
Y-ORTHOG. MIRAGED XI 
Y-ORTHOG. MIRAGED Y1 
DIST. FROM Y-ORTHOG. 
Y1 TO PLOT BORDER; 
COORD.; 
COORD.; 
MIRAGED PT. TO PLOT TREES; 
CORNER MIRAGED PT. OF XI; 
CORNER MIRAGED PT. OF Yl; 
DIST. FROM CORNER MIRAGED 
SUM OF 'IN' TREES AT 
SUM OF 'IN' TREES AT 
SUM OF 'IN' TREES AT 
SUM OF 'IN' TREES AT 
PT. TO PLOT TREES; 
THE SAMPLE POINT; 
HORIZONTAL MIRAGE POINT; 
VERTICAL MIRAGE POINT; 
CORNER MIRAGE POINT; 
TOTAL TREE COUNT FROM THE FOUR POINTS; 
QUADRANT; 
LT 0 AND YA(J) 
-1; BB1 = -1; 
************************************************************ 
ARRAY XA(50) XP1-XP50; ARRAY YA(50) YP1-YP50; 
ARRAY PDST(50) DIST1-DIST50; ARRAY SUMT(50) SUMT1-SUMT50; 
ARRAY MDA(50) MDA1-MDA50; ARRAY MDB(50) MDB1-MDB50; 
ARRAY MDC(50) MDC1-MDC50; ARRAY SUMP(50) SUMP1-SUMP50; 
ARRAY SUMQ(50) SUMQ1-SUMQ50; ARRAY SUMR(50) SUMR1-SUMR50; 
DO I = 1 TO 50; J=I; 
•DETERMINE WHICH QUADRANT THE RANDOM POINTS ARE LOCATED IN; 
***FIRST QUADRANT; 
IF XA(I) GE 0 AND YA(J) 
AA1 = 1; BB1 = 1; 
END; 
***SECOND QUADRANT; 
IF XA(I) GE 0 AND YA(J) 
AA1 = 1; BB1 = -1; 
END; 
***THIRD 
IF XA(I) 
AA1 = 
END; 
***FOURTH QUADRANT; 
IF XA(I) LT 0 AND YA(J) 
AA1 = -1; BB1 = 1; 
END; 
BDX = SQRT((XA(I)-(AA1*PAF))**2); 
M1Y = YA(J); 
MIX = (AA1*PAF) + (AA1*BDX); 
MDA(I) = SQRT(((M1X-X)**2)+((M1Y-Y)**2)); 
BDY = SQRT((YA(J)-(BB1*PAF))**2); 
M2X = XA(I); 
M2Y = (BB1*PAF) + (BB1*BDY); 
MDB(I) = SQRT(((M2X-X)**2)+((M2Y-Y)**2)); 
M3X = MIX; M3Y = M2Y; 
MDC(I) = SQRT(((M3X-X)**2)+((M3Y-Y)**2)); 
***********************************************************; 
***ROUND MIRAGE DISTANCES TO THE NEAREST TENTH*************; 
l c*******************  
MDB(I)=ROUND(MDB(I),.1); 
MDC(I)=ROUND(MDC(I),.1); 
END; 
GE 0 THEN DO; 
LT 0 THEN DO; 
LT 0 THEN DO; 
GT 0 THEN DO; 
******************************** ********** *********; 
MDA(I)=ROUND(MDA(I) 
 
i • 1) 7 
i •  # 
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************************************************************ 
•CHECK THE DISTANCE OF THE PLOT TREES TO THE MIRAGED AND ; 
•RANDOM POINTS, IF THE TREES ARE IN THE RADIUS OF THE ; 
•MIRAGED OR RANDOM POINTS THEN TALLY, IF NOT THEN IGNORE. ; 
******* *********************************************** ' 
DO K = 1 TO 50; 
IF PDST(K) LE PRF THEN DO; 
T = N(TRNO); 
SUMT(K) + T; 
END; 
IF MDA(K) LE PRF THEN DO; 
P = N(TRNO); SUMP(K) + P; 
END; 
IF MDB(K) LE PRF THEN DO; 
Q = N(TRNO); SUMQ(K) + Q; 
END; 
IF MDC(K) LE PRF THEN DO; 
R = N(TRNO); SUMR(K) + R; 
END; 
IF SUMT(K) = . THEN SUMT(K) = 0; 
IF SUMP(K) = . THEN SUMP(K) = 0; 
IF SUMQ(K) = . THEN SUMQ(K) = 0; 
IF SUMR(K) = . THEN SUMR(K) = 0; 
END; 
***PROC PRINT DATA = MIRAGE; 
***********************************************************j 
•TOTAL THE NUMBER OF TREES TALLIED ASSOCIATED WITH EACH ; 
•RANDOM POINT AND CORRESPONDING MIRAGE POINTS ; 
***********************************************************; 
DATA NUMTRE(KEEP=PLTNO FMU LOC BAF SUMT1-SUMT50 SUMP1-SUMP50 
SUMQ1-SUMQ50 SUMR1-SUMR50); 
SET MIRAGE; 
BY PLTNO; 
IF LAST.PLTNO THEN OUTPUT NUMTRE; 
•••PROC PRINT; 
***********************************************************• 
DATA TOTTRE(KEEP=FMU LOC PLTNO BAF TOT1-TOT50); 
SET NUMTRE; BY PLTNO; 
ARRAY TOT(50) TOT1-TOT50; ARRAY SMT(50) SUMT1-SUMT50; 
ARRAY SMP(50) SUMP1-SUMP50; ARRAY SMQ(50) SUMQ1-SUMQ50; 
ARRAY SMR(50) SUMR1-SUMR50; 
DO I = 1 TO 50; 
TOT (I) = SUM ( SMT (I) , SMP (I) , SMQ (I) , SMR (I) ) ; 
END; 
•••PROC PRINT; 
***********************************************************; 
•TRANSFORMING THE SUM DATA FROM A HORIZONTAL ARRAY TO; 
•A VERTICAL ARRAY SO THAT PROC SUMMARY CAN BE UTILIZED; 
***********************************************************; 
DATA FINAL(KEEP=FMU LOC PLTNO NP BAF SMTR); 
SET TOTTRE; BY PLTNO; 
ARRAY TRPA(50) TOT1-TOT5Q; 
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•••INITIALIZE TOTAL TREES PER SUBPLOT; 
SMTR=0; 
************************************************************ 
•DELETING ALL THE SUMS OF TREES PER PLOT EXCEPT FOR THE; 
*FINAL RESULT CORRESPONDING WITH THE LAST TREE RECORD; 
A * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * '  
DO I = 1 TO 50; 
SMTR = TRPA(I); 
NP = I; 
OUTPUT; 
END; 
***PROC PRINT; 
***********************************************************; 
•DETERMINE MEAN AND VARIANCE OF THE TREES PER SUBPLOT DATA; 
*TO BE USED IN THE VARIANCE-MEAN RATIO; 
***********************************************************; 
PROC SUMMARY MEAN VAR DATA = FINAL; 
VAR SMTR; 
ID FMU LOC PLTNO NP; 
OUTPUT OUT=VMRATI0 MEAN=PM VAR=PV; 
DATA RATIO(KEEP=FMU LOC PLTNO NP PV PM PSR); 
SET VMRATIO; 
PSR = PV / PM; 
DATA TOTAL; 
MERGE TOTTRE RATIO; BY PLTNO; 
PROC PRINT DATA=TOTAL; 
DATA STERR(KEEP=FMU LOC PLTNO NP PM PV PSR TOT1-TOT50); 
SET TOTAL; 
ARRAY CTOT(50) TOT1-TOT50; 
DO I = 1 TO 50; 
NP = I; 
TOTAL = CTOT(I); 
OUTPUT; 
END; 
***PROC PRINT; 
DATA STD1(KEEP=FMU LOC PLTNO NP PM PV PSR TOT1-TOT50); 
SET STERR; BY NP; 
ARRAY ATOT(50) TOT1-TOT50; 
DO I = 2 TO 50; 
IF I GT NP THEN ATOT(I) = .; 
END; 
PROC SORT DATA = STD1; 
BY NP; 
***PROC PRINT DATA = STD1; 
DATA STD2(KEEP=FMU LOC PLTNO NP PM PV PSR PSM PSV PSRAT); 
SET STDl; BY NP; 
PSM = MEAN(OF TOT1-TOT50); 
PSV = VAR(OF TOT1-TOT50); 
PSRAT = PSV / PSM; 
***PROC PRINT; 
DATA STD3(KEEP=FMU LOC PLTNO NP PSRAT PSRT1-PSRT50); 
SET STD2; BY NP; 
ARRAY PSRT(50) PSRT1-PSRT50; 
i = i; 
DO WHILE(I LE NP); 
I + 1; 
PSRT(NP) = PSRAT; 
END; 
IF NP = 1 THEN DELETE; 
IF FIRST.NP THEN OUTPUT STD3; 
***PROC PRINT; 
DATA STD4(KEEP=FMU LOC PLTNO NP PSRAT PSRT1-PSRT50); 
SET STD3; BY NP; 
ARRAY SUMSRT(50) SUMSRT1-SUMSRT50; ARRAY SRT(50) 
PSRT1-PSRT50; 
DO I = 1 TO 50; 
SUMSRT(I) + SRT(I); 
SRT(I) = SUMSRT(I); 
END; 
***PROC PRINT DATA=STD4; 
DATA STD5(KEEP=FMU LOC PLTNO NP PSRAT PSDERR PSVAR PSMEN) 
SET STD4; BY NP; 
PSDERR = STDERR(OF PSRT1-PSRT50); 
PSVAR = VAR(OF PSRT1-PSRT50); 
PSMEN = MEAN(OF PSRT1-PSRT50); 
PROC PRINT DATA=STD5; 
***PROC PLOT DATA=STD5; 
***PLOT PSDERR*NP; 
RUN; 
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A**********************************************************' 
**********************PROGRAM TITLE************************; 
****************** I i i i iINDEXC.SAS!!!!•*********************; 
************************************************************ 
*****************DESCRIPTION OF PROGRAM********************; 
***********************************************************; 
*THIS PROGRAM READS DATA FROM THE EXTERNAL DATA FILE GIVEN ; 
*IN THE FILENAME STATEMENT, RANDOMLY CREATES FIFTY POINTS ; 
•LOCATED WITHIN THE PERMANENT GROWTH PLOT, CALCULATES EACH ; 
•TREES' DISTANCE FROM THESE POINTS AND SQUARES THEM. ; 
•CALCULATES PIELOU'S INDEX OF NON-RANDOMNESS BASED ON POINT; 
*TO NEAREST PLANT TECHNIQUE. THE PROGRAM THEN COMPUTES ; 
*GRIEG-SMITH RATIO BASED ON THE SAME TEN RANDOM POINTS USED; 
•IN PIELOU'S METHOD. THE SUBPLOT SIZE FOR THE GRIEG-SMITH ; 
•RATIO WILL BE EITHER 100th OF AN ACRE OR 300th OF AN ACRE.; 
•THE MIRAGE METHOD WILL BE USED TO REDUCE THE EFFECT OF ; 
•EDGE BIAS. THE PROGRAM THEN CALCULATES A 'POINT SAMPLE ; 
•RATIO(PSR)' USING STANDARD POINT SAMPLING TECHNIQUES AND ; 
•PRISM FACTORS. THE BAF IS CHOSEN FROM THE LIST INCLUDED ; 
•IN THE PROGRAM. THE MIRAGE METHOD WILL ALSO BE USED IN ; 
•THIS PART OF THE PROGRAM. A PAF(PLOT AREA FACTOR) IS USED; 
•TO INSURE THAT NO RANDOM POINT IS PLACED OUTSIDE THE PLOT,; 
•THE PAF IS INCLUDED IN THE PLOT DATA THAT IS CALLED IN. ; 
•AFTER ALL THREE INDEXES ARE COMPUTED, THEN THEIR OUTPUT ; 
•WILL BE MERGED AND THE RESULTS WILL BE PRINTED OUT IN THE ; 
•DATA SET CALLED 'COMPARE'. ; 
***********************************************************; 
•THE DATA FILE, SUBPLOT SIZE AND THE BAF NEED TO BE CHECKED; 
•PRIOR TO SUBMITING THE PROGRAM FOR EXECUTION. ; 
***********************************************************; 
•INSTEAD OF MAKING A LONG LIST OF VARIBLES AT THE BEGINNING; 
•OF THIS PROGRAM, ALL IMPORTANT VARIBLES WILL BE DEFINED AS; 
•THEY OCCUR OR ARE CREATED IN THE PROGRAM. ; 
*********************************************************** • 
•CALL IN PLOT DATA FROM THE SPECIFIED FILE*****************; 
***********************************************************; 
OPTIONS PAGESIZE = 60; 
OPTIONS MISSING = '0'; 
FILENAME GSRPI 'C:\DATA\XYR0T85\R02141.DAT'; 
DATA PLOT(KEEP=FMU LOC PLTNO RECTY SIZE TRNO X Y DBH PAF DIS 
DST) ; 
INFILE GSRPI MISSOVER; 
INPUT FMU LOC PLTNO RECTY TWN RNG SEC YEAR SIZE ASP SLP 
ELEV TOPO TIMTYP $ HABTYP TRNO SP ST 
DAM CC AZI DIS DBH CR HT AGE CS HD X Y 
BA CCF PAF DST; 
PROC SORT DATA = PLOT; 
BY TRNO; 
***********************************************************; 
*********!IiI'VARIABLE DEFINITIONS!!!!!********************; 
***********************************************************• 
•••PAF = PLOT AREA FACTOR; 
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***DST = DISTANCE IN FEET FROM A SAMPLE POINT TO A TREE; 
***BA = BASAL AREA (FT"2); 
***LIM = LIMIING DISTANCE AROUND THE TREE; 
***FMU = FIELD MANAGEMENT UNIT; 
***LOC = PLOT LOCATION CODE; 
***pLTNO = PLOT NUMBER; 
***RECTY = RECORD TYPE; 
***TWN = TOWNSHIP; 
***RNG = RANGE; 
***SEC = SECTION NUMBER; 
***YEAR = YEAR OF MEASUREMENT; 
***SIZE = AREA OF PLOT IN ACRES; 
***ASP = PLOT ASPECT IN DEGREES; 
***SLP = PLOT SLOPE IN DEGREES; 
***ELEV = PLOT ELEVATION IN FEET; 
***TOPO = TOPOGRAPHY CODE; 
***TIMTYP = TIMBER TYPE; 
***HABTYP = HABITAT TYPE CODE; 
***TRNO = TREE NUMBER; 
***SP = TREE SPECIES CODE; 
***ST = TREE STATUS CODE; 
***DAM = DAMAGE CODE; 
***CC = CROWN CLASS CODE; 
***AZI = AZIMUTH FROM PLOT CENTER TO TREE; 
***DIS = SLOPE DISTANCE FROM PLOT CENTER TO TREE; 
***DBH = DIAMETER BREAST HEIGHT IN INCHES; 
***CR = CROWN RATIO AS A PERCENT; 
***HT = HEIGHT IN FEET OF SELECTED TREES; 
***AGE = AGE OF SELECTED TREES; 
***CS = CORRECTED SLOPE; 
***HD = HORIZONTAL DISTANCE FROM PLOT CENTER TO TREE; 
***X = X-AXIS COORDINATE; 
* * * Y  = Y-AXIS COORDINATE; 
***********************************************************; 
•CREATE ONE OBS. DATA SETS FOR GENERATING RANDOM NUMBERS ; 
***********************************************************• 
DATA INTERl(KEEP=PLTNO PAF SUBPLT LIM N); 
SET PLOT; BY TRNO; 
* * * * * * * * 1 • • ! ! ' ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !•!•!!i!J!!!!1!!1!1!***********; 
*CHOOSE THE NUMBER OF SAMPLE POINTS NEEDED; 
N = 50; 
* * * * * * * * ! 1 ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! • ! ! ! ! ! 1  I ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! i !***********; 
*CHOOSE SIZE OF SUBPLOTS FOR THE GREIG-SMITH RATIO; 
SUBPLT = 100; 
* * * * * * * * ! ! ! ! ! ! ! • 1  I • J • ! ! 1 ! ! ! • ! • ! ! ! 1  I ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! * * * * * * * * * * * ;  
•CALCULATING THE RADIUS OF SUBPLOTS AROUND RANDOM POINTS; 
***********************************************************; 
A1 = 43560 / SUBPLT; 
A2 = A1 / 3.141592654; 
A3 = SQRT(A2); 
LIM = A3; 
IF FIRST.TRNO THEN OUTPUT INTERl; 
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DATA INTER2(KEEP=FMU LOC PLTNO); 
SET PLOT; BY PLTNO; 
PROC MEANS NOPRINT MEAN DATA = INTER2; 
VAR PLTNO; 
FREQ PLTNO; 
ID FMU LOC PLTNO; 
OUTPUT OUT=NUMS MEAN=Z N=IND; 
****PROC PRINT DATA = NUMS; 
DATA INTER(KEEP=PLTNO PAF SUBPLT LIM N IND); 
MERGE INTER1 NUMS; 
BY PLTNO; 
************************************************************** 
•GENERATING SELECTED NUMBER OF RANDOM NUMBERS FROM UNIFORM ; 
•DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION; 
ft**********************************************************' 
DATA RANDOM(KEEP=N IND PAF SUBPLT LIM PLTNO X1-X50 Y1-Y50); 
SET INTER; BY PLTNO; 
ARRAY X(50) X1-X50; ARRAY U(50) U1-U50; 
ARRAY Y(50) Y1-Y50; ARRAY V(50) V1-V50; 
DO I = 1 TO N; J=I; K=I; L=I; 
U(K)=RANUNI(0)*1000; U(K)=ROUND(U(K)); U(K)=(-1)**U(K); 
V(L)=RANUNI(0)*1000; V(L)=ROUND(V(L)); V(L)=(-1)**V(L); 
X(I) = RANUNI(0)*PAF*U(K); X(I) = ROUND(X(I),.1); 
Y(J) = RANUNI(0)*PAF*V(L); Y(J) = ROUND(Y(J),.1); 
END; 
IF FIRST.PLTNO THEN OUTPUT RANDOM; 
***PROC PRINT; 
ft**********************************************************' 
•CREATE NEW DATA SET BRING IN OLD DATA SET AND SORT; 
***********************************************************; 
DATA START ; 
MERGE PLOT RANDOM; BY PLTNO; 
PROC SORT DATA = START; 
BY PLTNO TRNO; 
***PROC PRINT; 
***********************************************************• 
•CREATE NEW DATA SET , BRING IN OLD ONE; 
***********************************************************j 
DATA POINTS(KEEP=FMU LOC PLTNO RECTY SIZE TRNO DIS DBH X Y N 
PAF IND DST SUBPLT LIM BAF PRF SQD1-SQD50 
DIST1-DIST50 X1-X50 Y1-Y50); 
SET START; 
IF PLTNO = . THEN DELETE; 
***********************************************************; 
***********1 I i i IVARIABLE DEFINITIONS!!!!!******************; 
***********************************************************j 
***PRF = PLOT RADIUS FACTOR, RADIUS OF TREES' PLOT; 
***DIST(i) = DISTANCE OF EACH TREE FROM SAMPLE POINTS; 
***SQD(i) = THE SQUARED DISTANCE FROM SAMPLE POINT TO TREE; 
***********************************************************j 
*CALC DIST OF TREES FROM EACH RANDOM PT.; 
***********************************************************; 
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ARRAY DIST(50) DIST1-DIST50; ARRAY SQD(50) SQD1-SQD50; 
ARRAY XX(50) X1-X50; ARRAY YY(50) Y1-Y50; 
DO I = 1 TO 50; J=I; K=I; 
DIST (I) = SQRT ( ( (XX (J) -X) **2) + ( ( YY (K) -Y) **2) ) ; 
DIST (I) = ROUND(DIST(I)1); 
SQD(I) = DIST(I)*DIST(I); 
END; 
A * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * '  
•CALCULATE THE PLOT RADIUS FACTOR(PRF) FOR TREES ON PLOT ; 
*BASED ON THE BASAL AREA FACTOR(BAF) CHOSEN BELOW. ; 
***********************************************************; 
***!•!!CHOOSE THE DESIRED BAF; 
BAF = 10; 
***********************************************************; 
•CALCULATE THE PRF FOR EACH TREE ON THE PLOT; 
***********************************************************• 
IF BAF EQ 5 THEN PRF=3.889*DBH; 
IF BAF EQ 10 THEN PRF=2.750*DBH; 
IF BAF EQ 15 THEN PRF=2.245*DBH; 
IF BAF EQ 20 THEN PRF=1.944*DBH; 
IF BAF EQ 25 THEN PRF=1.739*DBH; 
IF BAF EQ 30 THEN PRF=1.588*DBH; 
IF BAF EQ 40 THEN PRF=1.375*DBH; 
IF BAF EQ 50 THEN PRF=1.2 30*DBH; 
IF BAF EQ 60 THEN PRF=1.123*DBH; 
IF BAF EQ 70 THEN PRF=1.039*DBH; 
IF BAF EQ 80 THEN PRF=0.972*DBH; 
***********************************************************; 
PRF = ROUND(PRF,.1); 
***PROC PRINT; 
***********************************************************; 
***********************************************************; 
****** CALCULATE PIELOU'S INDEX OF NON-RANDOMNESS***********; 
***********************************************************; 
***********************************************************; 
*LOCATE THE NEAREST TREE TO EACH OF THE "N" POINTS*********; 
***********************************************************; 
DATA NRSQDST(KEEP=FMU LOC PLTNO TRNO DST SIZE IND NP N); 
SET POINTS; 
DST = 0; 
ARRAY SQDST(50) SQD1-SQD50; 
DO I = 1 TO 50; 
NP = I; DST = SQDST(I); 
OUTPUT; 
END; 
PROC SORT; BY NP DST; 
***PROC PRINT; 
DATA CLSDST; 
SET NRSQDST; BY NP; 
IF FIRST.NP THEN OUTPUT CLSDST; 
***PROC PRINT; 
***********************************************************; 
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*CALCULATE PIELOU'S INDEX OF NON-RANDOMNESS FROM THE; 
•PREVIOUS DATA SETS OF MEANS OF THE SQUARED DISTANCES; 
***********************************************************; 
DATA TWO(KEEP=FMU LOC PLTNO SIZE DEN PIE IND N MDST PIELOU); 
SET CLSDST; 
BY PLTNO; 
PIE=3.1415927; 
DEN=IND/(43560*SIZE); 
***********************************************************; 
*DEN = THE NUMBER OF INDIVIDUALS PER SQUARE FOOT (DENSITY) ; 
***********************************************************; 
SUMDST=0; 
DO I = 1 TO 50; 
SUMDST + DST; 
MDST = SUMDST / 50; 
PIELOU=PIE*DEN*MDST; 
END; 
***********************************************************j 
*PIELOU = PIELOU'S INDEX OF NON-RANDOMNESS; 
*MDST = THE AVERAGE SQUARED DISTANCE FROM POINT TO PLANT; 
***********************************************************j 
IF LAST.PLTNO THEN OUTPUT TWO; 
PROC PRINT DATA=TWO; 
************************************************************ 
****! ill!!! ! CALCULATE GRIEG-SMITH RATIO! !!!!!!! !***********; 
************************************************************ 
*THE GRIEG-SMITH RATIO WILL BE CALCULATED IN THIS SECTION ; 
*OF THE PROGRAM. EDGE BIAS WILL BE REDUCED BY USE OF THE ; 
*MIRAGE METHOD TO HANDLE POINTS LOCATED NEAR PLOT BORDERS. ; 
************************************************************ 
DATA MIRAGE(KEEP=FMU LOC PLTNO SIZE TRNO DBH N PAF SUBPLT 
LIM PRF BAF DIST1-DIST50 X1-X50 Y1-Y50 
SUMT1-SUMT50 SUMP1-SUMP50 SUMQ1-SUMQ50 
SUMR1-SUMR5 0 MDA1-MDA50 MDB1-MDB50 MDC1-MDC50) ; 
SET POINTS; BY PLTNO; 
***********************************************************; 
*CALCULATE THE DISTANCE TO THE MIRAGE POINTS FROM THE PLOT ; 
•BOUNDARIES AND CORNERS, DETERMINE THEIR X,Y COORDINATES, 
*AND CALCULATE THE DISTANCE FROM EACH TREE POSITION. ; 
***********************************************************; 
*THIS IS DONE BY CHECKING EACH OF THE TEN RANDOM POINTS TO ; 
•DETERMINE WHICH QUADRANT THE RANDOM POINT RESIDES IN, AND ; 
*THEN DETERMINES THE X-ORTHOGONAL, Y-ORTHOGONAL, AND THE ; 
*CORNER MIRAGE POINTS TO THE RANDOM POINT. THE DISTANCE TO; 
*EACH TREE IS THEN CALCULATED AND THE MIRAGE POINT DISTANCE; 
*IS COMPARED TO THE LIMITING DISTANCE OF THE TREE'S PLOT ; 
*TO DETERMINE IF THE MIRAGE POINT IS WITHIN THAT TREE'S ; 
*PLOT RADIUS. IF SO, THE TREE IS TALLIED, AND IF NOT, THE ; 
*TREE IS IGNORED FOR THAT MIRAGE POINT. ; 
***********************************************************j 
***********************************************************; 
* * * * *GENERAL KEY TO THE VARIABLES USED IN THE PROGRAM******; 
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A**********************************************************; 
***BDXi 
***MlYi 
***MlXi 
***MDAi 
***BDYi 
***M2Xi 
***M2Yi 
***MDBi 
***M3Xi 
***M3Yi 
***MDCi 
***SUMT 
***SUMP 
***SUMQ 
***SUMR 
***TOTi 
X-ORTHOG. DIST. FROM 
X-ORTHOG. MIRAGED Y1 
X-ORTHOG. MIRAGED XI 
DIST. FROM X-ORTHOG. 
Y-ORTHOG. DIST. FROM 
Y-ORTHOG. MIRAGED XI 
Y-ORTHOG. MIRAGED Y1 
DIST. FROM Y-ORTHOG. 
CORNER MIRAGED PT. OF 
CORNER MIRAGED PT. OF 
DIST. FROM CORNER 
SUM OF 'IN' TREES 
SUM OF 'IN' TREES 
SUM OF 'IN' TREES 
SUM OF 'IN' TREES 
XI TO THE PLOT BORDER; 
COORDINATE; 
COORD.; 
MIRAGED PT. TO PLOT TREES; 
Y1 TO PLOT BORDER; 
COORD.; 
COORD.; 
MIRAGED 
XI; 
Yl; 
PT. TO PLOT TREES; 
MIRAGED PT. TO PLOT TREES; 
AT THE SAMPLE POINTS; 
AT HORIZONTAL MIRAGE POINTS; 
AT VERTICAL MIRAGE POINTS; 
AT CORNER MIRAGE POINTS; 
TOTAL TREE COUNT FROM THE FOUR POINTS; 
***********************************************************; 
************************************************************ 
ARRAY XA(50) X1-X50; ARRAY YA(50) Y1-Y50; 
ARRAY PDST(50) DIST1-DIST50; ARRAY SUMT(50) SUMT1-SUMT50; 
ARRAY MDA(50) MDA1-MDA50; ARRAY MDB(50) MDB1-MDB50; 
ARRAY MDC(50) MDC1-MDC50; ARRAY SUMP(50) SUMP1-SUMP50; 
ARRAY SUMQ(50) SUMQ1-SUMQ50; ARRAY SUMR(50) SUMR1-SUMR50; 
DO I = 1 TO 50; J=I; 
• A * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * '  
•DETERMINE WHICH QUADRANT THE RANDOM POINTS ARE LOCATED IN; 
***********************************************************; 
***FIRST QUADRANT; 
IF XA(I) GE 0 AND YA(J) 
AA1 = 1; BB1 = 1; 
END; 
***SECOND QUADRANT; 
IF XA(I) GE 0 AND YA(J) 
AA1 = 1; BBl = -1; 
END; 
***THIRD 
IF XA(I) 
AA1 = 
END; 
***FOURTH QUADRANT; 
IF XA(I) LT 0 AND YA(J) 
AA1 = -1; BBl = 1; 
END; 
QUADRANT; 
LT 0 AND YA(J) 
-1; BBl = -1; 
GE 0 THEN DO; 
LT 0 THEN DO; 
LT 0 THEN DO; 
GT 0 THEN DO; 
***********************************************************; 
•DETERMINE MIRAGE DISTANCES OF THE SAMPLE POINTS; 
***********************************************************; 
BDX = SQRT((XA(I)-(AA1*PAF))**2); 
M1Y = YA(J); 
MIX = (AA1*PAF) + (AA1*BDX); 
MDA(I) = SQRT(((M1X-X)**2)+((M1Y-Y)**2)); 
BDY = SQRT((YA(J)-(BB1*PAF))**2); 
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M2X = XA(I); 
M2Y = (BB1*PAF) + (BB1*BDY); 
MDB(I) = SQRT(((M2X-X)**2)+((M2Y-Y)**2)); 
M3X = MIX; M3Y = M2Y; 
MDC(I) = SQRT(((M3X-X)**2)+((M3Y-Y)**2)); 
• A * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * '  
***ROUND MIRAGE DISTANCES TO THE NEAREST TENTH*************,' 
ft**********************************************************' 
MDA(I)=ROUND(MDA(I),.1); MDB(I)=ROUND(MDB(I),.1); 
MDC(I)=ROUND(MDC(I),.1); 
END; 
***********************************************************; 
*CHECK THE DISTANCE OF THE PLOT TREES TO THE MIRAGED AND ; 
*RANDOM POINTS, IF THE MIRAGED OR RANDOM POINTS ARE IN THE ; 
•RADIUS OF THE TREE'S LIMITING DISTANCE THEN TALLY, IF NOT ; 
*THEN IGNORE. ; 
***********************************************************j 
DO K = 1 TO 50; 
IF PDST(K) LE LIM THEN DO; 
T = N(TRNO); 
SUMT(K) + T; 
END; 
IF MDA(K) LE LIM THEN DO; 
P = N(TRNO); SUMP(K) + P; 
END; 
IF MDB(K) LE LIM THEN DO; 
Q = N(TRNO); SUMQ(K) + Q; 
END; 
IF MDC(K) LE LIM THEN DO; 
R = N(TRNO); SUMR(K) + R; 
END; 
END; 
***IF LAST.PLTNO THEN OUTPUT MIRAGE; 
***PROC PRINT DATA = MIRAGE; 
***********************************************************; 
*TOTAL THE NUMBER OF TREES TALLIED ASSOCIATED WITH EACH ; 
•RANDOM POINT AND CORRESPONDING MIRAGE POINTS. ; 
***********************************************************; 
DATA NUMTRE(KEEP=PLTNO FMU LOC SUMT1-SUMT50 SUMP1-SUMP50 
SUMQ1-SUMQ5 0 SUMR1-SUMR50); 
SET MIRAGE; 
BY PLTNO; 
IF LAST.PLTNO THEN OUTPUT NUMTRE; 
***PROC PRINT; 
***********************************************************; 
DATA TOTTRE(KEEP=FMU LOC PLTNO TOT1-TOT50); 
SET NUMTRE; BY PLTNO; 
ARRAY TOT(50) TOT1-TOT50; ARRAY SMT(50) SUMT1-SUMT50; 
ARRAY SMP(50) SUMP1-SUMP50; ARRAY SMQ(50) SUMQ1-SUMQ50; 
ARRAY SMR(50) SUMR1-SUMR50; 
DO I = 1 TO 50; 
TOT(I) = SUM(SMT(I),SMP(I),SMQ(I),SMR(I)); 
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END; 
***PROC PRINT; 
***********************************************************j 
•TRANSFORMING THE SUM DATA FROM A HORIZONTAL ARRAY TO; 
*A VERTICAL ARRAY SO THAT PROC SUMMARY CAN BE UTILIZED; 
***********************************************************• 
DATA FINAL(KEEP=FMU LOC PLTNO SMTR); 
SET TOTTRE; BY PLTNO; 
ARRAY TRPA(50) TOT1-TOT50; 
•INITIALIZE TOTAL TREES PER SUBPLOT; 
SMTR=0; 
•DELETING ALL THE SUMS OF TREES PER PLOT EXCEPT FOR THE; 
•FINAL RESULT CORRESPONDING WITH THE LAST TREE RECORD; 
DO I = 1 TO 50; 
SMTR = TRPA(I); 
OUTPUT; 
END; 
•••PROC PRINT; 
***********************************************************j 
•DETERMINE THE MEAN AND VARIANCE OF THE TREES PER SUBPLOT 
•DATA TO BE USED IN THE VARIANCE-MEAN RATIO; 
************************************************************ 
PROC SUMMARY MEAN VAR DATA = FINAL; 
VAR SMTR; 
ID FMU LOC PLTNO; 
OUTPUT OUT=VMRATIO MEAN=M VAR=V; 
DATA RATIO(KEEP=FMU LOC PLTNO V M GSR); 
SET VMRATIO; 
GSR = V / M; 
DATA TOTAL; 
MERGE TOTTRE RATIO; BY PLTNO; 
PROC PRINT DATA=TOTAL; 
* * * * * * * ! J  1 • I • ! 1 1 • 1  J ! 1 • ! ! 1 ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! 1 ! ! 1 !!!!•*************; 
•CALCULATES THE POINT SAMPLE RATIO USING VARIABLE RADIUS ; 
•PLOTS DERIVED FROM THE BASAL AREA FACTOR USED TO SAMPLE ; 
•THE PLOT. THE MIRAGE METHOD WILL ALSO BE USED IN THIS PART; 
•OF THE PROGRAM TO DEAL WITH THE PROBLEM OF EDGE BIAS. ; 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ;  
•CHOOSE THE APPROPRIATE BAF PRIOR TO RUNNING PROGRAM ; 
***********************************************************; 
DATA PTSMPL(KEEP=FMU LOC PLTNO SIZE TRNO N PAF BAF PRF 
DIST1-DIST50 MDA1-MDA50 MDB1-MDB50 MDC1-MDC50 
SUMPT1-SUMPT50 SUMPP1-SUMPP5 0 SUMPQ1-SUMPQ50 
SUMPR1-SUMPR5 0); 
SET MIRAGE; BY PLTNO; 
***********************************************************; 
******GENERAL KEY VARIABLES USED IN THE PROGRAM^•***•*•***•; 
***********************************************************j 
•••PMDAi = 1ST MIRAGED DISTANCE TO PLOT TREES; 
•••PMDBi = 2ND MIRAGED DISTANCE TO PLOT TREES; 
•••PMDCi = 3RD MIRAGED DISTANCE TO PLOT TREES; 
*** i = 1 - N; 
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f t * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * '  
ARRAY PSDST(50) DIST1-DIST50; ARRAY PMDA(50) MDA1-MDA50; 
ARRAY PMDB(50) MDB1-MDB50; ARRAY PMDC(50) MDC1-MDC50; 
ARRAY SUMPT(50) SUMPT1-SUMPT50; ARRAY SUMPP(50) 
SUMPP1-SUMPP50; 
ARRAY SUMPQ(50) SUMPQ1-SUMPQ50; ARRAY SUMPR(50) 
SUMPR1-SUMPR50; 
************************************************************ 
*CHECK DISTANCES OF THE TREES TO THE MIRAGED POINTS ; 
*IF THE MIRAGED POINTS ARE WITHIN THE TREES PLOT RADIUS ; 
*THEN TALLY, IF NOT, THEN IGNORE. ; 
*********************************************************** 
DO I = 1 TO 50; 
IF PSDST(I) LE PRF THEN DO; 
PT = N(TRNO); SUMPT(I) + PT; 
END; 
IF PMDA(I) LE PRF THEN DO; 
PP = N(TRNO); SUMPP(I) + PP; 
END; 
IF PMDB(I) LE PRF THEN DO; 
PQ = N(TRNO); SUMPQ(I) + PQ; 
END; 
IF PMDC(I) LE PRF THEN DO; 
PR = N(TRNO); SUMPR(I) + PR; 
END; 
END; 
***********************************************************; 
*TOTAL THE NUMBER OF TREES TALLIED ASSOCIATED WITH EACH ; 
•RANDOM POINT AND CORRESPONDING MIRAGE POINTS ; 
************************************************************ 
DATA PTSTRE(KEEP=FMU LOC PLTNO SUMPT1-SUMPT50 SUMPP1-SUMPP50 
SUMPQ1-SUMPQ50 SUMPR1-SUMPR5 0); 
SET PTSMPL; BY PLTNO; 
IF LAST.PLTNO THEN OUTPUT PTSTRE; 
***PROC PRINT; 
***********************************************************; 
DATA PSTOT(KEEP=PSTOT1-PSTOT50 FMU LOC PLTNO); 
SET PTSTRE; BY PLTNO; 
ARRAY PSTOT(50) PSTOT1-PSTOT50; ARRAY SMPT(50) 
SUMPT1-SUMPT50; 
ARRAY SMPP(50) SUMPP1-SUMPP50; ARRAY SMPQ(50) 
SUMPQ1-SUMPQ50; 
ARRAY SMPR(50) SUMPR1-SUMPR50; 
DO I = 1 TO 50; 
PSTOT(I) = SUM(SMPT(I), SMPP(I), SMPQ(I), SMPR(I)); 
END; 
***PROC PRINT; 
***********************************************************; 
*TRNSFORM THE SUM OF INDIVIDUALS FROM A HORIZONTAL ARRAY; 
*TO A VERTICAL ARRAY, SO THAT PROC SUMMARY CAN BE UTILIZED; 
***********************************************************; 
DATA PS1(KEEP=FMU LOC PLTNO PTSTOT); 
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SET PSTOT; BY PLTNO; 
ARRAY PSTRPA(50) PSTOT1-PSTOT50; 
PTSTOT=0; 
DO I = 1 TO 50; 
PTSTOT = PSTRPA(I); 
OUTPUT; 
END; 
***PROC PRINT; 
***********************************************************j 
•DETERMINE THE MEAN AND VARIANCE OF THE TREES PER SUBPLOT 
*DATA TO BE USED IN THE VARIANCE-MEAN RATIO; 
************************************************************ 
PROC SUMMARY MEAN VAR DATA = PS1; 
VAR PTSTOT; 
ID FMU LOC PLTNO; 
OUTPUT OUT=PSVMRT MEAN=MPS VAR=VPS; 
DATA PSRAT(KEEP=FMU LOC PLTNO VPS MPS PSR); 
SET PSVMRT; 
PSR = VPS / MPS; 
DATA PSEND; 
MERGE PSTOT PSRAT; BY PLTNO; 
PROC PRINT DATA=PSEND; 
A * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * '  
*COMBINE DATA SETS OF PIELOU, GRIEG-SMITH, & PSR ; 
***********************************************************; 
DATA COMPARE(KEEP=FMU LOC PLTNO SIZE DEN IND MDST PIELOU 
M V GSR VPS MPS PSR); 
MERGE TOTAL TWO PSEND; 
BY PLTNO; 
PROC PRINT DATA=COMPARE; 
***********************************************************; 
RUN; 
APPENDIX D 
TREE SPECIES, DAMAGE, AND CROWN CLASS CODES 
TREE SPECIES - (single digit code) 
1 - ponderosa pine 
2 - Douglas-fir 
3 - western larch 
4 - Engleman spruce 
5 - lodgepole pine 
6 - true firs 
7 - western white pine 
8 - wester red cedar 
9 - hemlock 
0 - juniper, others 
CROWN CLASS - (single digit code) 
1 - dominant 
2 - co-dominant 
3 - intermediate 
4 - understory 
DAMAGE - (single digit code, up to 3) 
0 - no activity 
1 - slight top defoliation 
2 - massive top defoliation 
3 - slight bark and cambial damage 
4 - massive bark and cambial damage 
5 - mistletoe 
6 - bole deformity, animals 
7 - bole deformity, mechanical 
8 - top kill, animals 
9 - root and soil pathogens 
TREE STATUS - (single digit code) 
0 - live tree 
1 - live tree cut - stumps 
2 - dead 
3 - ingrowth 
4 - new tree 
5 - dead tree, salvagable 
6 - live tree with measured height, 
not suitable for site estimates 
7 - site and crop tree 
8 - site tree 
9 - crop tree 
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APPENDIX E 
TOPOGRAPHIC POSITION CODES 
TOPOGRAPHIC POSITION - (single digit code) 
1 - ridge 
2 - upper slope 
3 - mid slope 
4 - lower slope 
5 - bench or flat 
6 - stream bottom (U-shape) 
7 - stream bottom (V-shape) 
8 - bog or swamp 
9 - road surface, cut and/or fill slope 
0 - other 
Ridge 
Upper Slope 
Mid Slope 
Lower Slope 
V Bench or  F lat  
\Upper Slope 
Mid Slope 
\  Louer Slope 
Stream Bot tom 
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APPENDIX F: GROWTH VARIABLES 
NUMT1: 
NUMT2: 
NUMPAC1: 
NUMPAC2: 
AVEDBH1: 
AVEDBH2: 
AVESDBH: 
PLTBA1: 
PLTBA2: 
NETBA: 
YRBAGR: 
YRBAPAC: 
BA1PAC: 
BA2PAC: 
SVBA1: 
SVBA2: 
NETSVBA: 
SVBA1PAC: 
SVBA2PAC: 
YRSVBA: 
YRSVBAC: 
MORTAL: 
PLTMBA1: 
MBA1PAC: 
INGRWTH: 
PLTRBA2: 
RBA2PAC: 
PLTCCF1: 
PLTCCF2: 
SRVCCF: 
SIl: 
PSR: 
Number of tagged trees on the plot at first 
measurement. 
Number of tagged trees on the plot at second 
measurement. 
Trees per acre equivalent at first measurement. 
Trees per acre equivalent at second measurement. 
Plot average diameter breast height at time one. 
Plot average diameter breast height at time two. 
Plot survivor diameter breast height. 
Plot basal area at time one. 
Plot basal area at time two. 
Basal Area difference between time one and two. 
Net basal area growth per year on the plot. 
Net basal area growth per year per acre. 
Basal area per acre at time one. 
Basal area per acre at time two. 
Survivor basal area at time one. 
Note: This is initial basal area used in models. 
Survivor basal area at time two. 
Net survivor basal area. 
Survivor basal area per acre at time one. 
Survivor basal area per acre at time two. 
Yearly survivor basal area growth. 
Yearly survivor basal area growth per acre. 
Note: Model dependent variable. 
Number of trees that died between measurement 
periods. 
Basal area of the mortality trees. 
Mortality basal area per acre. 
Number of trees under breast height (4.5 ft.) at 
previously not measured at time one, but measured 
greater than breast height at time two. 
Plot basal area of the ingrowth trees. 
Basal area per acre of the ingrowth trees. 
Plot crown competition factor at time one. 
Plot crown competition factor at time two. 
Survivor crown competition factor. 
Calculated site index 
Note: Value used in models. 
Calculated point sample ratio. 
Note: Value used in models. 
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